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THIRTY YEARS OF THE PINNACLE CLUB 

Hilary Lawrenson 

May 1984: I had just turned 25 and I encountered a large 
group of women on what was obviously a meet at Gogarth and 
was humbled by the grades they were climbing.  I’d just 
seconded Aardvark (E2 6a) and I overheard some of them 
comparing notes about it, ‘Oh, that was nice, you should do 
that’.  Leading VS seemed nothing in comparison and I deduced 
that the Pinnacle Club was out of my league.  I later found out it 
was the International Women’s Meet, which the Club hosted 
with the BMC, and some of those women were the best climbers 
in the world.  So maybe there was a glimmer of hope for me 
with the Pinnacle Club, then! 

A second trigger for me, which on research turns out to have 
been that same month, was reading an article called ‘No Spare 
Rib’ in Mountain magazine.  There was a photo that stays with 
me to this day, of a ballet dancer/climber in shorts and a bikini 
top with extraordinary muscle definition.  Rosie Andrews wrote 
about American women who were climbing inspirationally hard 
and the physical and mental differences between men and 
women in climbing.  Reading that I thought, I can do better than 
I am doing.  So I did! 

The impetus to join actually came about whilst buying 
climbing boots in Blacks later that year (yes, boots with high 
tops so you didn’t scuff your ankles in gritstone cracks).  I was 
chatting to the saleswoman about the Club and she put me onto a 
friend of hers, Julia King, who lived in Sheffield as I did (and 
still do).  I got in touch with Julia and Easter 1985 saw me 
driving down to Pembroke with another first-timer, Jill 
Churcher, also from Sheffield.  Lynda Dean was the co-
ordinator and Louise Dickie was also on her first meet.  We 
camped at St Petrox and climbed on Saddle Head, crowded as 
ever on a bank holiday weekend.  I had a great weekend and felt 
a pride in being in a women-only team.  I soon attended meets in 
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Langdale and the Duddon Valley and put in my membership 
application. 

For me the reason for joining the Pinnacle Club was more in 
keeping with the aims of the club, i.e. to foster the independent 
development of climbing amongst women. I was married to a 
better climber who could solo harder than I could lead.  I wasn’t 
pushed and didn’t push myself.  Climbing with women I found a 
balance and, actually, a competitiveness (even if we didn’t own 
up to it) that wasn’t there with my husband.  

Jill Churcher and I both joined the Club together and she was 
there at five of my milestones: my first meet, my first 
HVS/E1/E2 leads and, lastly and unfortunately, the first big fall I 
held.  On a PC meet in Ravensdale in 1986 she took a big lob off 
the top pitch of Mealystopheles, pulling a couple of pieces of 
gear and ending up with broken ribs, wrist and nerves and sadly 
she didn’t really climb after that.  Other members helped us off 
the climb and we spent the evening in A&E in Sheffield, whilst 
the rest of the people on the meet enjoyed the lasagne we’d pre-
cooked at the Climbers’ Club Downes Hut at Froggatt.  I had 
bad rope burn and set off for Nepal two days later with my 
shredded hands in plastic gloves. 

With Stella Adams I had one of my most memorable week’s 
climbing in North Wales in the late 80s.  The sun shone all week 
and we stormed up the great HVS-E2s: Vember, Shrike, The 

Strand, Central Park, Cenotaph Corner and Cemetery Gates.  I 
stood at the foot of Left Wall after the latter two routes, ready to 
give it a go, but circumstances decided otherwise that day it was 
many years before I stood there again.  Angela Soper took over 
from Stella at the weekend, and we clocked up Suicide Wall 
routes at Ogwen and The Groove on Llech Ddu.  How good can 
it get?!  

Those who know me well, though, will agree I have a pretty 
bad memory.  Whilst in Cornwall recently some of the novitiates 
thought they were onto a winner going out with me as a 
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‘walking guidebook’ as I’d been there many times.  I had to 
disappoint them and own up that my memory for 
routes/places/partners is not as good as some might expect, even 
forgetting who I’ve climbed with as recently as last year.  I tick 
the routes in my guidebooks, but I rarely note when or with 
whom, unlike Alison who could check back in her climbing 
diary and tell me when we climbed together back in those early 
days.  

My life changed drastically in 1991 with the arrival of my 
daughter, Grace, and then, in 1994, my son Kit.  For a few years 
my activity with the Club was limited to the odd climbing 
weekend and dinner.  It did mean I got to go on family meets, 
which were great fun, and my children enjoyed going to the 
‘Pickle Club’ and roaming around the hut.  I remember my first 
trip to the Foundry after having Grace – I was actually scared of 
climbing so high (!) – but it soon came back to me and my 
standard got back more or less to where it had been before they 
were born.  Gradually I also started going on meets again.  
Alison and I found we climbed really well together, with 
complementary styles (she favouring the butch, I the slabby 
horrors) and a common thirst to improve.  It meant she was more 
able to twist my arm from her exalted position as President into 
succeeding her as Meets Secretary in 2008 and then Secretary in 
2010.  Like her, a few years ahead of me, becoming a member of 
the Committee really got me back into the Club. 

Still I was haunted by Left Wall and regretting not going for 
it all those years ago with Stella.  Time after time I was ‘saved’ 
by a wet weekend at Cwm Dyli, or occasionally the sun shone 
but I wasn’t fit or brave enough to attempt it; the years rolled on 
and I began to think I would actually die unfulfilled.  Then the 
July Open Meet in 2011 was coming up with a super forecast for 
once and I realized it was only the bravery that was lacking and 
a fear of failure, just as Rosie Andrews described by in her 
article.  Thea Williams and I went early on the Friday and 
gardened our way up The Mole on Dinas Mot.  Saturday I spent 
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safely on Outside Edge at Cwm Silyn, but on Sunday morning I 
realized the excuses (shoes worn out, not strong enough, too 
HOT?!) were – like the rubber on my toes – too thin.  Feeling 
sick with nerves I retreated from the morning hubbub into the 
furthest corner of the kitchen, trying to force breakfast down.  I 
tried to avoid catching Thea’s eye, but eventually nodded to her 
and Dinas Cromlech became one of the day’s venues.  Too, too 
hot; the sun blazed onto the wall until, as I stood geared up 
underneath it, the sun slipped round the corner and suddenly I 
felt happy about setting off.  Normally the epitome of modesty 
I’m afraid I bragged mercilessly to anyone and everyone that 
after over 20 years prevaricating I’d finally done Left Wall. 

Cwm Dyli in the eighties had no shower/toilet block.  There 
was a metal bunkbed on the left of the main door in a dark 
corner, which was reserved for members.  The main room was 
laid out in a totally different way, with the stairs in front of the 
door and the kitchen on the right.  We washed ourselves in the 
kitchen sink (in the corner by the little window where the stairs 
are now) or in the river and scuttled out in all weathers to the 
Elsan in a little windy loo built in the first ruin and dug holes in 
the furthest ruin to empty the contents at the end of the weekend; 
we parked at the top of the hill and carted all our baggage down 
the track.  In spring blue tits nested in the gatepost by the bridge; 
in fact, I think they’ve only stopped doing that in the past three 
or four years as it’s become more and more decrepit.  

Thirty years on and club members favour Skodas and 
drybags; Cwm Dyli has reed beds, smart hobs, fan ovens and an 
electric shower [and a recently acquired retro-mangle!]; we 
communicate by text, on Facebook or through the website, 
though the hut in its beautiful valley has no mobile phone 
reception.  

If you look back at the old journals you will see that there 
were many more trips to the greater ranges in those days.  I had 
two two-month holidays in Nepal, climbing trekking peaks and a 
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month in Yosemite in the late 80s, before the advent of children.  
Nowadays, cheap airfares mean our holidays seem more focused 
on finding sunshine – and clipping bolts (saints preserve us!) - in 
European venues. 

Climbing is very different in many ways to 30 years ago.  
Indoor walls, bouldering and sport climbing offer a more varied 
introduction compared to when I started, struggling up gritstone 
cracks on an autumn day on the university freshers’ meet.  There 
are more women climbing at a much harder level than I ever 
will, particularly on sport routes, and the senior clubs bemoan an 
increasingly older membership. 

In the past two to three years I have had repeated heated 
discussions with one of the older Rucksack men at their annual 
Gogarth beach BBQ (in the dark I didn’t realize I’d been 
collared by him the year before) about the justification for a 
women-only club.  He was proud of having been instrumental in 
getting women admitted to the Rucksack Club and couldn’t 
understand that there is still a real difference in the dynamic 
when women are climbing together.  He resolutely predicted that 
there was no future for a women-only club and the membership 
would dwindle and the club cease to exist before its hundredth 
anniversary.  I couldn’t agree with him. 

So here I am in 2014, honoured to be the President of the 
Pinnacle Club, inspired by the International Women’s Meet and 
Rosie Andrews all those years ago and by my companions 
through 30 years of membership.  I hope to bring it round in a 
circle and for the club, with the BMC, to host another IWM in 
2016.  There was great interest in the Club after that meet, so I 
hope we can inspire a whole new generation of young women to 
become part of this splendid institution known as the Pinnacle 
Club.  It has been a central part of my life, its members have 
shared countless brilliant days with me and goaded me into 
improving my climbing and, when I get a little whimpery, that 
Alison Cairns still eggs me on, ‘You CAN do this, Hilary’.
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Hilary Lawrenson on Strapiombante, Froggatt, E1 5b, July 1990 
(Lawrenson Collection) 
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GAMBIT – A DAY OF TWO PARTS 

Val Hennelly 

It had been a successful open meet at Cwm Dyli, blessed 
with two days of sunshine and a good forecast for Monday as 
well, so Cristina and I were going to take advantage of new 
working patterns and go for a long day on Sunday, followed by 
an overnight at Cwm Dyli and a short day on Monday. 

We therefore settled on Gambit Climb on Crib-y-Ddysgl and 
parked at Ynys Ettws for the long hike up past Cyrn Las, where 
Main Wall was festooned with teams, to arrive in upper Cwm 
Glas.  I hadn’t been this way for a few years and Cristina never 
so I regaled her with memories of previous outings - a long day 
including Main Wall, Gambit Climb, Reade’s Route and Slanting 

Buttess Ridge Route on a good Matterhorn training day; an 
ascent of Gambit Climb in the rain with Anne Dickinson; my 
ex’s long slide down Parsley Fern gulley one winter many years 
ago - and so time passed quickly enough to our route. 

The Cwm itself was quiet with only one other team, 
probably on the Parson’s Nose.  While I recognised the general 
start area (black, tufted rock seam) it took me some time to 
locate the jump-off point.  We geared up pensively as it is an 
impressive cliff and I experimented with my new video camera 
while setting up the belay for the start.  It is a hard start – 
especially if you are short of reach - and after a few attempts it 
was clear it was too tall for Cristina and I had to re-engage my 
lead head and haul myself up the first step, and then struggle up 
the two vertical cracks which are perfectly designed for big 
boots but more difficult in sticky rubbers.  There was much 
huffing and puffing and some very juicy language as Cristina 
grappled with its delights and I filmed and recorded her efforts.  
After that the climb maintained interest and I was glad my 
memory served me well and there was a sneaky way around the 
slim finger crack at the top. 
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Val Hennelly on Gambit Climb 
(Photograph by Cristina Gardiner) 
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We topped out on the ridge at about 4 pm, ate a late lunch 
and then sorted our kit and debated our descent options.  I 
wasn’t keen on scrambling back down Clogwyn y Person Arête, 
recalling a couple of dodgy steps, so we went up the ridge 
discussing options of either going over Crib Goch and down the 
red ridge, or to swing right and over to Llechog and down.  It is 
a surprisingly long flog to where the subsidiary ridge joins the 
main ridge, but it was a gorgeous evening so we decided on Crib 
Goch and soon set off down from Crib-y-Ddysgl.  As the ridge 
narrowed we stopped to fasten Cristina’s sticks to her sack and 
then turned to head on down. 

I still have a vivid recollection of the next few moments – 
the ridge was still wide and broken, and as I took a step, my left 
foot curled inwards, my body pitched forward and outwards and 
momentum took me into a fall.  It hurt.  I was conscious of 
cracks to my head on rock and I know I tried to arrest my speed.  
I had a clear thought on one cartwheel that the next one would 
have me unconscious and all likely to be lost, and then suddenly 
I was still.  My rucksack was gone - possibly the breaking strap 
saved me by moving my centre of gravity.  I was on a mix of 
moss and scree and computing what parts of me were functional. 

My memory is that I swung into a sitting position and my 
left side crunched.  I checked my vision, which was alright and 
then my mouth started working; shouting to Cristina to call the 
mountain rescue, attracting the attention of other walkers on the 
ridge, evaluating my injuries – lots of surface head battering, 
possibly some broken ribs on the left, all arms and legs moving 
to order, and a lot of blood and cuts – not bad in the 
circumstances.  The one thing I didn’t taken into account was a 
possible neck injury – if I had I wouldn’t have sat up so quickly 
but I was desperate to assure myself that everything was going 
to be okay. 

Poor Cristina, she thought she was watching me fall to my 
death and, from the look of me, didn’t rate my survival after my 
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lucky stop.  Helpless to intervene as I plummeted, she was cool 
as a cucumber as she came down to me and assessed the 
situation and gore.  I was in motor-mouth mode, wittering on 
about my rucksack (with my phone, car keys etc) and where it 
had gone (down the hungry gully below which had been cheated 
of me), and issuing orders to passing walkers to give Cristina 
water and clothes.  Cristina called the mountain rescue on her 
phone and we settled down to wait for the helicopter – at least it 
was a nice evening and they would have easy sight of us.  My 
brain worked overtime; I knew it would be a hospitalisation and, 
not wanting to worry my mum, I made a disingenuous call 
advising her I was near the road, and wouldn’t have a signal 
until the next morning when I emerged from Cwm Dyli, which I 
thought would give me time enough to regroup and manage any 
news.   

The rescue itself seemed to go on forever; it took around an 
hour for the helicopter to arrive and they were pleased that we 
spoke English as they seemed to think we were German.  Ed, the 
winch man, came down first and did the thing I should have 
thought of – secured my neck in a cuff and immobilised me.  His 
plan was to bring down some Mountain Rescue colleagues to 
secure the situation and so he called the ’copter in again.  With 
his concerns for my neck and spine he planned to put me on a 
half-body board for the winch up so this bit of kit was coming 
down too.   

The next few moments were chaos; Cristina had been 
positioned up the slope and started shouting, then some things 
bounced by – her rucksack and the medic bag set off in the 
direction of the hungry gully followed by the body board; the 
down draft had wreaked havoc.  Ed tried to recover order, 
having one of the MR team positioned behind me to control my 
neck, and another he sent down the gully to try to locate the 
medic bag and its contents strewn down the slope.  This team 
member was gone for some minutes so Ed asked his colleague to 
give him a call – only to be informed that the walky talkies were 
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on the helicopter.  Eventually this man reappeared having 
collected a lot of kit but not my rucksack.  I was then dosed on 
morphine.  I was desperately unkeen on the idea of the body 
board given this slope’s propensity for imbuing momentum into 
objects, but I didn’t want to antagonise my rescuers by being 
overly assertive – it was their call to make.  To my immense 
relief Ed decided that the board was an unneeded complication 
and that he would lift me in the strop – result!   

Soon we were in the air and then in the ’copter heading for 
Bangor.  In the triage department they secured my head further 
and I fretted about sensation in my toes.  I was x-rayed, CT 
scanned, cleaned up and I arrived in the orthopaedic ward about 
4 am to be monitored.  No broken bones, a subluxed left 
shoulder, a lot of surface wounds, and an abnormality in my 
leftside C1/C2 neck joint which caused concern of a fracture.   

The next few days were long, made shorter by the visits of 
friends and the recovery of my rucksack (thank you).  The 
eventual diagnosis on my neck was that it was probably a pre-
existing case of arthritis.  By Wednesday I was sitting up and 
plotting my escape, knowing that if I did not get out by the 
weekend I would be stuck in several more days.  Wonderfully 
Cristina came back with Hazel to transport me and I was free; 
still dissembling to my mum that I had tripped down some steps 
near the road and that the hospital was merely being ultra-
cautious.  I healed fast and maintained the fiction – for the best 
probably . . . 

I am back to climbing but I come down hill talking to my 
feet and don’t trust them greatly; I have also tested out some 
rugby ankle supports, conscious I do not want to inflict such 
distress on myself or my companions again.  And while I have 
negotiated grass slopes on Lundy and Cornwall, I have yet to go 
up or down Crib-y-Disgyl.  Life feels sweet and that’s one to 
look forward to!   
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Barbara James on Shrike, 1962  
(Photograph by John Wilkinson) 
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ALPINE ADVENTURES 

Barbara James 

There are advantages and disadvantages when a keen 
mountaineer meets a mountain guide at Capel Curig rocks.  This 
is what happened to me in the late 1950s and by 1964, I had 
become that rarity, a full-time female instructor.  At Ogwen 
Cottage inevitably my extra job was to be a housekeeper 
ordering food, cleaning materials et al and after a hill day to be 
greeted by the cook saying, ‘Mrs James, the fish has not 
arrived.’  From then on I made sure that tinned salmon was 
available.  These notes, gathered over five years, discuss the 
advantages and disadvantages of marrying a guide that led to my 
leading great routes including Cenotaph Corner, Cemetery 

Gates and Dream of White Horses.  

When Ron was guiding a client in the Brentei Dolomites I 

was delighted to meet the famous old guardian of the hut, guide 

Detassis and his wife, who apologised because she was 

struggling to read old English!  Inevitably a ‘rest day’ was spent 

having a very long walk down to a bar in the valley where, while 

Ron watched the football World Cup Final in 1966, I luxuriated 

in a bath at a nearby house; the long, steep walk back to the hut 

undid the benefit of the bath!  But I did have a brilliant day 

soloing the Sentiero delle Bochette.  The scenery was superb, the 

challenge of the unknown was exciting and all was very 

straightforward - until the walkway disappeared because a 

massive snow slope filled the gulley, hiding the walk and the 

wire handrail.  I knew that crossing the snow would be 

dangerous, as a slip would be fatal.  I crossed the snow and 

thereon I enjoyed a fabulous walk.  

In the same year, 1966, a borrowed description of the Pelle 

in Vercors, ED, gave us a superb route and further research led 
us to the exciting 3-star route on Civazes.  The long traverse of 
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the Micheluzzi-Castiglione, Grade V1, took us 5 hours; 
unusually I felt that some of the 400ft traverse was more 
challenging for me than for Ron.  To be the second on routes 
graded ‘extreme’ certainly improved my climbing standard but 
inevitably little time or patience was available for me to lead.  
This caused difficulty in 1969 when I was awarded my 
Mountaineering Certificate.  Indeed, the fact that I climbed with 
my husband counted against me and that he was a guide, more 
so.  It was suggested that I should take my holidays separate 
from my husband if the climbs I’d led were to have any real 
merit. 

Ron’s love of research led him to borrow a film about the 
North face of the Petit Clocher du Portalet, Grade VI HVS, 
from the Swiss Tourist Office.  This route was a long, leftwards 
diagonal crack with, at intervals, huge wooden wedges for 
protection, but worse was to come.  Usually Ron abseiled first 
because he had more experience in finding the next stance.  But 
this time I abseiled down first.  In order not to pendulum onto 
the massive steep faces to my left and right, descending this 
truly knife edge ridge frightened me more than any other 
descent.  

Another challenging route was done thanks to a sheet of 
paper torn from a magazine, the North Face of Furcetta in 1970.  
To save Ron’s strength for leading I carried as much gear as I 
could and on the long stretch of easy Grade IV I carried the 
spare rope that was not needed until we reached the start of the 
600ft Grade VI climbing.  The route book was hidden above the 
huge boulder, the crux, and it showed us that Reinhold Messner 
had climbed this route with the first lady to make this ascent not 
long before.  Before the threatening storm arrived our race to 
reach the hut was won, just, but the hut was full of walkers 
spending a night there.  Only after we had been thoroughly 
quizzed about the crux of the route did the guardian believe that 
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we had done the climb and then we were allocated the luxury of 
a private room for two.   

Ron was always researching routes that would be first 
British ascents so it was inevitable that all too often guide books 
were not available.  On the Eisenstecken on the Mugoni Spitze 
in 1970 we had only a postcard for guidance.  The last pitch, a 
superb artificial traverse from a cave, was made more exciting 
when I had to reverse from the cave to retrieve the new 
Dolomite guide book, carried to protect the postcard, which had 
been left on the previous stance. 

No routes climbed were below Grade V and it was some 
time before I could choose a route, the Comici on the Cima 
Grande (1970) - well worth the wait.  The 4am drink (tepid tea 
from a flask) the race to be the first on the route (two climbers 
were not far behind), the impressive grandeur of our 
surroundings and not least the eerie situation when chatting to 
two Swiss on the adjacent Brandler-Hasse route was a magical, 
unforgettable, wonderful experience.  The Swiss knew a friend 
of ours originally from Wales but who then worked in 
Switzerland.  The whine of stones falling far outside our stance 
on the concave face was impressive.  Darkness and the long-
time threatening thunder and lightning began as we reached the 
car and the only sustenance offered by the nearest bar in the 
valley was a bowl of warm alphabet soup.  What a superb 
experience. 

In the Pala group it was a surprise to meet three Austrian 
guides at the Predidali hut.  I wondered why they were so 
excited about the imminent arrival of a fourth guide; he 
accompanied six very beautiful young ladies!  Is this another 
advantage to being a guide?  I soon discovered that being female 
and with a guide will guarantee disbelief that I have climbed 
anything above ‘voie normales’.  I realised that I must take 
careful note of all special features on the route in order to answer 
the subsequent cross-questioning.  Naturally, when the 
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guide/husband is working, his wife’s lot is to be the porter.  
When Ron and his companion climbed the Pilastro Grade VI, in 
PAs, to save them from descending scree in this footwear I did 
as he requested, I carried their walking boots up the way off to 
save their otherwise painful descent.  My turn to climb the 
Pilastro came in 1971, and other superb routes followed in Roda 
di Vael and in the Catinaccio area. 

In conclusion, I would recommend having a guide for a 
husband provided that you accept a climbing store instead of a 
dining room, a long alpine season instead of a well-kept garden 
and that you can carry a huge, heavy rucksack up easy routes.  
The alternative would risk being left to sunbathe in a campsite.  
During our time together we had climbed great routes, many 
were first British and/or first British female ascents including 18 
routes in ‘Extreme Alpine Rock’ by Walter Pause and Jurgen 
Winkler.   

If Ron had not decided to have wife no 3, I would not have 
become the only female civilian to train Infantry Junior Leaders 
Battalion in Folkestone; my first teaching subject was Theory of 
Weapons, the next was Deployment and all courses lasted a 
week.  Eventually I discovered that I could organise an 
expedition to St Kilda, a wonderful ten days were spent 
communing with wild life on Hirta, but even then my being 
female in IJLB caused some problems.  Without the army 
experience I doubt if I would have, when retired, travelled solo 
to spend six weeks exploring the Falklands five years after the 
conflict and this experience led to my gaining a Private Pilot 
Licence at Caernarfon Airport.  Soon after, PanAm took me to 
and from Naples Airport, Florida, I flew, solo, over 40 hours in a 
Tomahawk, landing at as many airstrips as possible in a January 
day. 

Jonathan Raban wrote that only when you travel alone do 
you experience acute loneliness that MAKES things happen, 
then you take risks that you wouldn’t do at home – you 
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gratefully accept the dubious invitation.  I hope that my 
autobiography, ‘Itching to Climb’, dedicated to the National 
Eczema Society, will encourage the 1 out of 5 children and 1out 
of 12 adults suffering from eczema that they too can achieve 
their dream however unsuitable it may be.  I did.  

PS The second edition of my autobiography, ‘Itching to 
Climb’, with a new front and back cover - and errors removed - 
will be available soon. 

Editor’s Note:  There is a book review of ‘Itching to Climb’ on 

page 103 of this Journal. 

 

Barbara James on Hermann Buhl's Mauk West Wall in 1975 
(Photograph by Ron James) 
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Entrance to El Potrero Chico, the Mexican world-class 

limestone climbing destination 
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EL POTRERO CHICO MEXICO 

Stella Adams 

We first went to El Potrero Chico late October 2001.  We 
drove to Mexico via Arizona and Texas, during a long road trip 
in USA, to overwinter in this relatively new climbing area.  El 
Potrero is a limestone canyon in the Sierra Madre mountains in 
the north east of Mexico, just outside the large city of 
Monterrey, Nuevo Leon, Mexico.  The nearest town is Hidalgo, 
only two miles from the mouth of the canyon. 

We arrived in El Potrero with the migration of the Monarch 
butterflies!  What a sight!  For three weeks these majestic 
butterflies flew through the canyon brightening the grey 
limestone walls with their bright red wings, thousands of 
butterflies on their way from Canada and the US to Michoacán 
in southwest Mexico. 

The accommodation in 2001 was predominantly camping, 
with a choice of two campsites.  The climbing ranged from 5a to 
very hard and the routes from 25 metres to twenty five pitches.  
All bolted and all within walking distance of the campsites. 

We found plenty to do and particularly enjoyed the multi-
pitch routes, the ambiance of the canyon and the friendly locals.  
And we were in good company, many South American climbers 
were there that year, twins from Argentina, climbers from Brazil 
and Cuba.  Canadians, Scandinavians looking for winter sun, 
and the more adventurous Americans as well as a few Mexican 
climbers created a very international scene. 

We also explored more of Mexico in our van.  We had three 
weeks, visiting the world-famous museum of Anthropology and 
the Aztec pyramids of the Sun and Moon Gods just outside of 
Mexico City and climbed at different venues too. 

We continued on our travels to Oaxaca and the Chiapas, the 
home of the Zapotecs.  We also visited the archaeological sites 
of Mount Albun and the ancestral Teotihuacan Indians, 
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considered to be the descendants of the Mayan Indians.  There is 
a vast heritage of Indian culture and it is very visible today at 
San Christobal where the mixture of Indian worship and the later 
Christianity rituals are so intertwined.  Within the same place of 
worship we were fascinated to witness a traditional catholic 
mass side by side with a ritual chicken sacrifice to aid the health 
of a small boy!  Everywhere the wonderfully vivid fruits and 
vegetables vying for attention with the traditional woven shawls 
and blankets made a splendid sight. 

We visited the Mayan pyramids of Palenque on the Costa 
Rican border and snorkelled in the Pacific Ocean enjoying fresh 
roasted tuna at the oceanside cafés.   

When we returned to El Potrero in 2005 a lot had changed.  
A variety of rooms, little casitas and campsites had sprung up at 
the mouth of the canyon.  There is an acceptable restaurant 
serving breakfast and evening meals at very reasonable prices.  
All the campsites have equipped kitchen facilities with space to 
sit inside in the evening, which makes camping a very viable 
option for a short climbing trip.  There are small supermarkets 
and a fresh food market on the edge of Hidalgo a mile and half 
away. 

Most climbers arrive by air, flying into Monterrey.  Delta 
Airlines fly daily with one stop from Manchester to Monterrey, 
via Atlanta, USA.  This means that a US visa waiver is required 
even for an onward flight.  From Monterrey Airport, El Potrero 
Chico is only a twenty minute taxi ride away (approx $25 US).  
Taking a taxi is a safe option.  Payment is made, in advance at 
an office inside the airport and a voucher is given to the taxi 
driver.  This eliminates stressful haggling and overcharging and 
the need for a hire car. 

If cultural trips are envisaged the easiest way to visit the 
splendid historic towns, archaeological sites and sandy beaches 
is by first class tourist buses which are safe, economic and 
comfortable. 
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Hidalgo is primarily an industrial town dependant upon the 
cement works, but the influx of about a thousand climbers made 
a significant difference to the local economy, particularly after 
the collapse of the building trade during the recent depression. 

Over the years anyone from Hidalgo who owned land around 
the Potrero has opened a café or ‘deposito’, a beer stall.  The 
visiting climbers are welcomed and have brought the possibility 
of extra earnings for the local community.  Climbers are valued 
visitors; so the local community are protective towards them.  
This has proved to be very important for the local community 
and the safety of the visiting climbers during recent years when 
warring drug barons have scarred the reputation of Mexico as a 
tourist destination.  Indeed, when we returned for the fourth time 
in 2011, fewer Americans had crossed the border to climb here!  
But we hear on the grapevine that confidence is returning and 
more climbers are being lured back. 

More recently we have flown from Britain and hired a casita 
for three months meeting up with a small nucleus of climbers 
who return frequently to El Potrero.  As well as repeating ‘old 
favourites’ and the new climbs we also put up new routes and re-
bolted some of the original classics which needed attention.  On 
our last visit we were happy to see that there were many new 
routes for us to climb and we too cleaned and bolted three 
multipitch routes. 

For climbers visiting for the first time or coming on their 
own I would recommend staying at La Posada Campground.  It 
is the most efficient campsite in the area which also offers small 
rooms and a restaurant for breakfast and evening meals as well 
as a communal kitchen.  It is a good place to meet a lot of 
climbers and the restaurant is used by climbers staying 
elsewhere. 

Like La Posada, Quinta La Pagoda next door is situated at 
the mouth of the canyon and also provides rooms, a communal 
kitchen and a small campsite.  It is also a lot cheaper.  
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Over the years many other campsites have sprung up and all 
offer kitchen facilities at different prices!  Campsite provision 
includes an equipped kitchen, though bringing your own bowl & 
eating utensils will ensure you don’t have to wash up before you 
eat at busy times.  Busy times include Christmas, New Year and 
the American Thanksgiving which is the third weekend in 
November! 

The best time to go is: Winter; October, March and April can 
be hot, but there is plenty of shade.  November, December and 
January are the optimum months with usually plenty of warm 
sunshine and quality rock climbing.  Whilst the day time 
temperatures can be balmy, the night time temperatures are 
chilly.…  So warm jackets are a must. 

The winter is the dry season but, of course, it can rain too. 

Take sixteen quick draws, some slings, belaying/abseiling 
equipment and a 70m rope, this is the most useful length for 
both single and multi pitch climbing.  I also carry a small rack 
with size 3-8 nuts for multi pitch routes. 

The most up-to-date guidebook can be bought locally for $10.  It 
is frequently reprinted by local activist, ‘Magic Ed’ (Ed Wright), 
who also provides an airport pick-up and drop-off service for 
climbers.  His web site is listed below. 

Useful web addresses 

Magicedspotrerochico.com 

elpotrerochico.com 

quintalapagoda.com 
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THE PINNACLE CLUB – MY FIRST 30 YEARS… 

Alison Cairns 

In 2015 Hilary Lawrenson and I will be celebrating the 30th 
anniversary of our joining the Pinnacle Club, having both 
become members in 1985 when I was 26 years old and Hilary 
was 25.  So we thought it would be interesting to write down a 
few impressions and memories of those first 30 years (with 
hopefully many more still to come!).  This is my story. 

I came to hear of the Pinnacle Club from a variety of 
different sources.  I had just moved down to Manchester and had 
started training at the infamous Altrincham climbing wall – this 
was an old-fashioned breezeblock/natural rock traversing wall in 
a small room in the local leisure centre, but in those days it was 
the only game in town, and all the local climbers went there.  I 
met up with a group of women there including Judy Adam, 
Tansy Hardy and Rhona Lampard all of whom became members 
of the PC in 1984.  Summer 1984 saw the hugely successful 
International Women’s Meet in North Wales, hosted and 
primarily organised by the PC – this generated a massive amount 
of publicity, and suddenly the Club was hot!  

1984 was also the year in which, after many years of mainly 
seconding, then a few more trying and failing to crack the 
leading game, I had finally got my head sorted and broken 
through into leading E1s.  In those days I climbed almost 
exclusively with Andy, and we made a very good team – he was 
still climbing harder than me, but was (and still is) very 
supportive of my climbing ambitions – so I had no need to find 
new climbing partners.  However I was really inspired by the 
idea of meeting other women who were also leading at the same 
standard (or harder!) than me. 

I was brought up with strong feminist principles, and taught 
to believe that women were equal to men.  I remember while at 
university being totally against the idea of single-sex clubs, and 
very disapproving of the SMC, which in those days did not 
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admit women.  Of course at university there was no shortage of 
other strong, independent women, both on my course (I studied 
veterinary medicine, which in those days was still a man’s 
world) and in the university mountaineering club, with whom I 
mostly socialised.  But out in the ‘real’ world I quickly realised 
that this was not the norm, and that my lifestyle as a climber, 
coupled with my lack of interest in traditional feminine pursuits 
(shopping, clothes, makeup, babies…), was considered distinctly 
odd by almost all of the women (and most of the men!) I 
encountered.  So I was interested in the Pinnacle Club initially 
not because it was women-only, but because it offered the 
prospect of meeting the largest group of similarly motivated 
women to myself.  And so it proved – my over-riding memory 
after my first meet was amazement that I had spent the weekend 
in the company of women, not one of whom thought I was odd 
because of my lifestyle and priorities.  It was only some time 
later that I came to appreciate that climbing with other women is 
in itself a very different experience for a whole host of 
reasons…  

I went on my first meet in September 1984 – I went on my 
own and I didn’t know anyone there.  The meet was in Langdale, 
and I climbed Kipling Groove and Poacher on Gimmer in 
indifferent weather with Angela Soper – I felt very honoured to 
be climbing with somebody famous!  There were quite a few 
other newbies on that meet including Madeleine Raven, Sue 
Williscroft, Sheila Lockhart, Sonja Vietoris and Geraldine 
Westrupp – all of whom went on to join the club (only Sue & 
Madeleine remain members, although Sonja is in the process of 
rejoining after an absence of many years).  I volunteered to drive 
to the pub on the Saturday evening (I was a beer monster even in 
those days!) and I remember about 5 women squeezing into the 
back of my Mini Metro because my boss required us to take out 
the front passenger seat so that we could transport more cat 
baskets! 
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In January 1985 I attended my first Dinner, at the Royal 
Goat in Beddgelert.  Andy came along (there were more men at 
dinners in those days) and we sat at a table along with Angela 
and Denise Evans – very illustrious company we thought.  I have 
subsequently been to 24 out of the next 29 dinners (and all of 
them since 1995) – which may constitute something of a record 
perhaps? 

In May 1985 I went on the Open Meet at Cwm Dyli - the 
records show that there were 50 participants, proof of the 
extraordinary wave of interest in the Club at that time! The 
weather wasn’t great – on the Saturday I climbed Lockwood’s 

Chimney, Flying Buttress and Spiral Stairs in waterproofs and 
big boots in the rain/sleet (no climbing walls in those days and 
we were young and keen!), then on Sunday went to the time-
honoured poor-weather venue of Tremadog. 

I went to a couple more meets that summer, and became a 
member later that year – proposed by Angela and seconded by 
Judy.  There were several others who joined in 1985, but Hilary 
& I are the only two who are still members. 

I remained quite active in the Club for the next couple of 
years, but then, as is often the case, my involvement tailed off.  I 
think this was due mostly to the fact that at that time Andy & I 
were both climbing very well and were going away climbing 
together virtually every spare day we had, so I simply never 
seemed to find any spare time to get away on Club meets.  It was 
also at that time we discovered skiing, which meant I missed 
several Dinners because they coincided with skiing trips.  I 
started to feel more and more detached from the Club as new 
members came in and many of the ones who had been active 
when I joined were no longer on the scene.  Things came to a 
head when I went to a Dinner one year and nobody recognised 
me! (although this may not have been helped by the fact that I 
was sporting a rather alarming home-dyed brassy blonde hairdo 
– I believe there are incriminating photos somewhere…) 
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Alison Cairns on Darius, High Tor in about 1988 
(Photograph possibly by Judy Adam) 
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In 1998 I went on the Anniversary Meet and was out 
walking, bemoaning my lack of involvement with the Club, and 
the fact that I never got round to going on any meets and hardly 
knew any of the members.  In her inimitable fashion, President 
Cathy immediately came up with the suggestion that I should go 
on the committee as a perfect way of ensuring that I would at 
least go on three committee meets per year! I agreed that this 
was probably true, but that I hadn’t necessarily intended that 
much involvement.  But in Cathy’s mind it was a fait accompli 
and hey presto, come January I was duly installed on the 
committee.  Little did she know what she had set in motion – I 
was to serve on the committee for 10 years, progressing through 
Meets Secretary to President in 2008. 

Interestingly I’ve seen this happen on several other occasions 
when out walking since then, including when I persuaded Hilary 
to become the next Secretary, and Cathy suggesting to Cristina 
that she might like to think about being Dinner Organiser.  
Moral: don’t go out walking with a President on the lookout for 
next year’s committee!  

So the Club became an increasingly important part of my 
life, and remains so.  I have met many of my closest friends 
through the Club, and I know that whenever I go on a meet, 
wherever it might be and whatever the weather throws at us we 
will always make the most of it and have a good time.  And the 
great thing is, I think I have a fighting chance of still being a 
member in another 30 years’ time – although I may not still be 
climbing much! I wonder how many Dinners I will have notched 
up by then? 

Although Hilary and I joined at the same time I have to 
confess  that I don’t remember her from that time at all – we 
must have managed not to coincide on the same meets very 
much, although my diary tells me that we climbed together a 
couple of times in 1987.  It’s only in the last 7 or 8 years that 
I’ve really got to know her and appreciate her quiet unshowy but 
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very tenacious (and highly effective) climbing style.  You 
always know when she’s finding something hard when she goes 
very, very quiet…  We’ve had some great days out together, 
probably the most memorable being Suicide Wall at Bosigran, 
Carnage Left Hand at Malham and most recently Astral Stroll at 
Carn Gloose (Cornwall) – all ‘only’ E1 but equally all big, 
committing, involved routes where we both had to pull our 
weight and provide moral support and encouragement to each 
other.  Which is what a good climbing partnership is all about.  
Next year we’re planning to hold a party to celebrate our joint 
30th anniversary, and hope to add to our tally of ‘Grand Days 
Out’, so keep an eye on the Meets List and come and join in the 
fun. 
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SCHOOL AID INDIA 

Helen Jones 

So much of what happens in life seems to be the result of 
chance, and yet some things feel as if they are ‘meant to be’.  
Are we truly creatures of choice, or are our futures mapped out 
in the stars?  The curious tale of how I became involved in 
setting up a school in India sometimes makes me wonder. 

In my late forties, a marriage breakup, a breakdown, and a 
GP who prescribed rock-climbing as an antidote to depression, 
all opened the door to a new phase of my life.  A few years 
further down the road retirement on medical grounds saw me 
settling down to a round of gardening, gentle walking on the 
moors and a little quiet study, as well as climbing whenever and 
wherever I could. 

Around this time a family event took me down under, and a 
friend suggested I tried bush walking.  I loved the freedom of the 
wide open spaces, and even though it lacked the obvious 
excitement of climbing there was a satisfying frisson at the 
prospect of setting off into the unknown.  More treks followed, 
and wherever I walked there were wild flowers, and so my 
childhood interest in wild flowers was re-kindled.  The 
attainment of official retirement age seemed a worthy cause for 
celebration and I found a commercial trek for botanists in the 
Himalayas, which would simultaneously indulge my love of 
mountains and the possibility of finding exotic flowers.  The trip 
was supposed to be a package holiday in the company of like-
minded travellers, but when I turned out to be the sole client, the 
experience took on a very different character, becoming a 
magical introduction to life in the shadow of the Himalayas, 
where I enjoyed the generous hospitality of locals, sat in dark 
smoky kitchens watching feasts being conjured up over a wood 
fire, visited tiny village schools and explored Buddhist 
monasteries adorned with beautiful frescoes.  I knew I would 
return to travel again with the same wonderful guide, Bijoy.  The 
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scenery was magnificent and the flowers profuse and beautiful, 
but I think it was the kindness of people that was the greatest 
draw.  Bijoy and his shy wife Rachana became good friends, and 
their home in Darjeeling a welcome stopping off place. 

After several amazing journeys I was keen to give something 
back to an area which had given me so much pleasure, and I 
proposed to sponsor a school.  Bijoy had taken me to visit 
several very basic establishments scarcely worthy of the name of 
school, and I believed that an injection of cash might help.  But 
Bijoy and Rachana opposed my plan and refused to have 
anything to do with it.  How could this be?  I was discouraged 
but persistent, and continued to email them on the subject when I 
returned home.  In time I learnt that they were justifiably 
concerned about corruption and the very real possibility that any 
cash I donated could simply disappear into someone’s back 
pocket.  Meantime Rachana was thinking along quite different 
lines, and one day sent an email which read ‘We have found a 
building where you could start your own school’.  Flabbergasted 
but slightly amused by this outrageous idea, I took the 
opportunity to pay another visit to Darjeeling, ostensibly to 
discuss the idea with Rachana, but also to have another trip with 
Bijoy. 

One sunny morning in spring found Rachana and me, sitting 
outside her house enjoying the stupendous view of dark ridges 
and distant snowy peaks, while a cuckoo sang cheerfully in the 
tea gardens far below.  It was a morning on which anything 
seemed possible, and by coffee time we had drawn up and 
costed a scheme to set up a small school which would cater for 
disadvantaged children in the locality.  I would found a charity 
to raise the necessary funds in the UK, and she would become its 
Indian Agent and Director of the school.  That was in 2006.  
Less than a year later, we opened our tiny school with 26 small 
children aged only three or four years.  I felt very moved when I 
saw the first little ones arrive at school in the morning. 
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In just a few months, it became clear that the school had a 
future and that if we were to educate the children to the age of 
ten we would need more space.  I raised an appeal for building 
funds while Rachana converted storerooms in nearby houses to 
serve as extra classrooms.  They were dreadfully cramped, and 
the need for a new building was desperate.  I spent three years 
battling with our landlord to obtain a lease on land adjacent to 
our little wooden building.  The site was far from ideal on a near 
vertical slope with no access except on very nimble feet, but 
land was like gold dust in the rapidly expanding town.  

Building began at the end of 2010 and was finished by the 
end of 2012, with Bijoy taking almost two years out to be the 
unpaid contractor, project manager and foreman on our project.  
They put up a four storey concrete extension with six spacious 
classrooms, indoor toilets (so essential during the monsoon), 
offices and a flat roof which doubled up as a playground.  

I continued to visit every year, sweeping in like a cross 
between everybody’s favourite grandmother and a school 
inspector suggesting improvements here and demanding changes 
there, and putting my professional skills to good use.  It was a 
great joy after a year or two when the children’s grasp of English 
became good enough for me to do some teaching too, and 
gradually I got to know the children. 

Seven years have passed since the school opened, and our 
original pupils have left and entered Secondary School.  We can 
no longer influence their prospects in life but hope that they will 
be considerably better than they would have been without our 
intervention.  I have just heard that two brothers whose father is 
a road sweeper are top of their class of 60 at the ‘big’ school, 
which must be a reason for optimism.  We hope that we can 
continue to raise sufficient funds to keep the school going and 
retain the teachers who have adapted so well to the methods we 
have imposed on them and who have the children’s interests at 
heart.  
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One great surprise has been the way that Rachana has grown 
into her role, demonstrating an inner strength and capabilities 
no-one knew she possessed.  It was the luck of the gods that we 
met and that she and Bijoy have discovered the skills to make 
such a success of the school.  In the early days a rather shocked 
Jane Stedman prophesied that the project would take over my 
life when she learned of the project.  She was right, but I am 
well content with the way things have gone. Now the school is 
up and running I look forward to taking some time off resuming 
some kind of normality.  

Helen Jones 
www.schoolaidindia.org 
Secretary 
School Aid India 
01642 723357 
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A GOOD START TO 2014 

Angela Soper 

Spring comes early to Tenerife, and we Yorkshire supervets 
were there to make the most of it. 

Tenerife climbing began on the towers of Las Cañadas, the 
plateau above 2000m, where the ascent of the volcano El Teide 
(3718m) starts.  Many lower crags have been developed since, 
and the guidebook (2010) describes ten zones all with a mixture 
of sport and trad.  From our base at Los Cristianos, we explored 
the ones in the south of the island, starting with Guaria. 

This is a long south-facing escarpment of reddish basalt 
rising from less than 35m to a hard 3-pitch Big Wall, reached in 
about 15 minutes via a cairned track.  The sport routes are 
marked in red on the photo topos, with trad routes 
(autoprotecciόn) in yellow.  The rock felt strange at first but the 
friction was surprisingly good, and we gradually got used to it.  
Local climbers told us that we were lucky to have perfect 
conditions; Guaria is usually too hot – even in January! – except 
very early in the morning. 

Other crags, Arico, El Rio and Las Vegas, are in barrancos 
(gorges), so you can climb in sun or shade.  Apart from Arico 
Arriba, where the easier routes are, we had them to ourselves.  
The barrancos were dry, but the size of the boulders shows what 
happens in a flash flood. 

Tenerife has low rainfall but sufficient water, so that 
conditions are ideal for growing fruit and vegetables, and the 
island produces enough for everyone.  On many days thick cloud 
forms at intermediate levels, but you can pass through it and 
climb at Las Cañadas in hot sun.  Moisture enters the ground 
through the trees of the pine forests and fills natural underground 
reservoirs from where it flows through horizontal tunnels 
(galerias) to extensive stone channels.  Los Naranjos crag 
overhangs a water channel in places.  From a distance some 
channels appear to direct the water uphill but this is an optical 
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illusion.  The galerias get very hot as they penetrate the bowels 
of the volcano, yet the water runs out cold and clear. 

Our day at Las Cañadas was completely free of cloud.  It 
took well over an hour to drive up to the Parador, where visitors 
were already observing the stunning rock formations, especially 
the dykes and the ancient caldera, with reference to a helpful 
panel that explains the geology.  The climbing area was just far 
enough to escape the crowds, and from a distance it looked like 
a jumble of big boulders, but turned out to be a labyrinth of 
towers higher than many a British crag.  More than 130 routes 
feature in the guidebook, from overhangs to slabs, all on skin-
unfriendly ignimbrite (like Pavey Ark but rougher).  Fortunately 
a local expert was with us, otherwise it would have been difficult 
to locate ourselves.  The climbs seemed hard for the grades – 
maybe the altitude and the scorching sun had something to do 
with that. 

Tenerife is superb for walking.  The Gran Recorrido (GR-
131) traverses the whole island, there are several paths up El 
Teide (a permit is needed for the summit cone), and many less 
strenuous alternatives.  We wandered up the Roque del Conde 
(1001m) from the little village of Vento, on a good path that 
drops down into a shallow barranco then rises to cross stony 
terrain with prickly pears, lavender, and spectacular plants, such 
as tabaibal cardonal canarias.  Soon we descended into the deep 
Barranco del Rey, down through contorted basalt columns 
overhanging a rubble base, and emerged up steps to old 
cultivation terraces, ancient circular threshing floors, and 
eventually the shoulder of La Centinela with views of the coast 
and lively lizards.  From there the track gets rougher and 
traverses the mountain until a break in the cliffs leads steeply to 
the summit plateau which is not stony but green with asphodel.  
Seaward we could see the islands of La Gomera and El Hierro, 
and inland El Teide, high above the Corona Forestal.  
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A ‘walk’ with a difference is the Barranco de Masca.  Most 
people follow it down from the village of Masca to the coast 
(610m, 4km) from where the only alternatives are to reverse the 
route or exit by sea.  We took a boat from Los Gigantes and 
were put ashore after a session of watching dolphins and 
cruising under the sheer sea cliffs (too loose for climbing).  The 
sea was warm enough for a swim off the jetty before we set out 
to explore the barranco.  It is a narrow, inescapable gorge 
between rock walls at least 500m high, made of layers of rubbly 
basalt cut by numerous dykes, with a bed that is wet enough in 
places for vegetation.  Often we expected a dead end, but there 
was always a way through, via a ledge or a squeeze between 
huge boulders.  It felt very adventurous, but when we came to an 
arch like a flying buttress it was time to turn back. 

We finished with a memorable day at Las Vegas where the 
routes begin on incut holds but the basalt columns curve over 
and get steeper.  It’s rare to remember the names of sport routes 
but our very last one, El Canto de la Peseta (6c), is exceptional.  
What a good start to 2014! 
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SOMETHING FISHY 

Jill Croskell 

How many Pinnacle women have been up Helvellyn via the 
Hole in the Wall and Striding Edge?  I would guess most of us at 
some time or another.  But how many have paused at Red Tarn 
to search the depths for a glimpse of one of Britain’s rarest fish, 
the Schelly, archetypal survivor, refugee from the Ice Age, 
prehistoric forerunner of the common whitefish and resident of 
only four pools of water in the world?  The Schelly, Coregonus 

stigmaticus, is an ancient mystery fish. 

Following the last Ice Age the ice cap that had covered the 
Lake District had entirely melted away by 13,500 years ago as 
Britain entered an inter-glacial warm spell.  This was followed 
by a brief and partial return to glacial conditions about 11,000 
years ago, a period remarkable primarily for its role in sculpting 
the corries of Helvellyn’s eastern flanks.  This was the birth of 
Red Tarn and the generally accepted view of how an ancient sea 

Red Tarn 
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fish came to dwell there - the Schelly was trapped following the 
retreat of the ice and the resultant changes to the landscape.  
Today the Schelly lives only in Red Tarn, Ullswater, 
Haweswater and Brothers Water and is biologically distinct from 
the modern European whitefish of which it is the ancient 
forebear. 

How a salt sea fish adapted to life in fresh water is not, 
however, the real mystery, although it is pretty impressive.  The 
real mystery is how it ever got into Red Tarn in the first place, 
thus establishing itself as an evolutionary curiosity. 

The melting ice did not, according to local geologists, ever 
open up access to the sea in the Ullswater region and sea levels 
never rose to flood the corries of Helvellyn.  The Schelly is 
indeed a distant member of the salmon family, but the stream 
from Red Tarn to Ullswater is not the kind that favours salmon-
type fish making their way uphill.  Some fishermen say that fish 
eggs get stuck to the feet of birds and then are relocated as the 
birds visit lakes.  Perhaps so, but in that case, why only Red 
Tarn?  There are tarns above Haweswater, for example, that 
have not enjoyed this foot-dabbling phenomenon and so host no 
Schellies.  Another theory supposes that mediaeval monks from 
Ullswater took Schellies from the lake up to the tarn in order to 
have fish on Fridays....  With their monastery 500 metres lower 
and several miles distant this seems rather unfair on the cooks. 
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So how did fish that belong to an era now more than 13,000 
years distant come to find a hiding place in the lakes that time 
forgot?  Ullswater lakeshore has a display board that boasts of 
its resident Schellies and proudly recognises its evolutionary 
uniqueness but fails to say how it really got to where it is today. 

And in support of the ‘Better Together’ campaign I should 
also point out that Scotland has its own version, the Powan; 
Wales the Gwyniad; and Ireland the Pollan.  And each of these 
prehistoric fish is cloaked in the same icy mystery. 
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NOVEMBER IN MOROCCO 

Margaret Clennett 

Breakfast on the terrace, in the sunshine, looking out over 
unfamiliar mountains is a good start to any holiday, but a big 
bonus for the end of November.  Annabelle, Pru and I were at 
the Kasbah Tizourgane, a restored medieval fort perched 
impressively on a little hilltop; below was a remarkably green 
valley, dotted with white buildings and a few small black specks, 
women going to and from the village.  The hills were the 
northern end of the poorly mapped Jebel el Kest range.  Joe 
Brown and friends pioneered trad climbing here, and the area is 
currently popular with Brits wanting some winter sun; there is so 
much current interest and development there are at least three 
current guidebooks available.   

We had originally planned a multiday trek, but due to injury, 
Pru’s ability to take that on was uncertain.  Day walks in the 
Tafraoute area would give her the option to go out or not, and 
offer some retail therapy opportunities.  The problem with an 
area developed for climbers is that information for walkers is 
much more limited – there was no decent map and certainly very 
few route descriptions.  The Kasbah owners could not suggest 
any walks, and in Tafraoute the standard response was ‘take a 
guide’.  We had plenty of scope for exploring and getting lost, 
but as we are experts at losing the way even with the best Swiss 
maps and detailed route descriptions, we were not fazed. 

Our first foray was to the hills to the west of the Kasbah.  
Plan A was abandoned as, on closer inspection, our planned 
route through a line of crags looked like it would need a rope 
and gear, but Plan B revealed a grassy ramp breaching the cliffs 
and leading up to a huge cairn at the end of a narrow ridge.  The 
cairn marked a forepeak, and the ridge had a steep drop at the far 
end; there were gullies and steep sided ridges all around; the 
geography was far more complex than we had imagined.  True 
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to form, we missed a crucial track once back in the valley, but 
were pleased with our day. 

 

Next day was very windy and cool, but undeterred we set off 
for a circuit of the Amzkhssan peaks, using a description from 
the Climb Tafraoute website.  Starting at Tassila, we went up 
past Buzzard Crag and during the day passed some spectacular 
scenery – crags, gorges, lots of terraces with fig and almond 
trees.  The best part of the walk was from Buzzard Crag to 
Arrow Crag, but the final descent via the Asmit-Ulmil col was 
laborious over loose scree and seemed to go on for far too long.  
It might be worth taking the shorter option and descending direct 
from Arrow Crag. 

Back at the Kasbah that night, there was no hot water for a 
shower, and they seemed to be running low on food.  Next 

 
 

The Kasbah Tizourgane (Photograph by David Medcalf) 
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morning there was no milk, and I am convinced the single tea 
bag in my breakfast brew was recycled from a previous user.  
We had had three cold nights; a subterranean room might be 
atmospheric, but it certainly is not warm and cosy, and we had 
been sleeping in long johns and socks, and sitting around in 
duvets.  Time to move, so we took the winding road westward 
round the north side of the Jebel el Kest range to the fleshpots of 
Tafraoute, where we settled into the luxurious warmth of the 
Amandiers Hotel.  Until very recently, all British climbers 
would stay here, and thanks to some judicious name dropping by 
Annabelle we were offered a discount room price and were 
treated like royalty.   

We spent a couple of days exploring the amazing granite 
scenery south of Tafraoute, and dutifully visited the Painted 
Rocks, which the artist Jean Verame had, with the help of local 
firemen, hosed with blue paint to some controversy in 1984.  An 
aberration, we thought, the only saving grace today was that the 
paint had faded somewhat.  A fine exploratory walk was at the 
eastern end of the Ameln Valley, opposite Adrar Idekel.  We just 
followed our noses, got side-tracked up tempting hummocks, 
and ended up on a completely different top to the one we had 
originally thought of doing.  No matter, the sun was out, there 
were flowers and cacti in bloom, and great views. 

One of the best days of the trip was up the SE ridge of Adrar 
Idekel, a peak at the eastern end of the Ameln Valley.  This is 
described on the Climb Tafraoute website, and the only 
disappointment of the route was that it was fairly short, akin to 
the north ridge of Tryfan.  Quality not quantity.  We started via 
grassy slopes, and next ascended a gully.  Then there was some 
superb and airy scrambling at whatever grade you wanted, over 
several towers of good, solid quartzite.  We had lunch on the 
summit in the sunshine, ambled down gentle terrain back to the 
car, and finished off the afternoon with shandies by a pool at 
Chez Ameliya. 
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Armed with a two paragraph route description copied from 
an old climbing guide, we set off a few days later to try the main 
peak of the Jebel el Kest massif.  The high village of Anergui is 
accessible by a spectacular hair-pinned road, a memorable 
excursion in itself.  True to form we failed to find the correct 
path and cut our losses by making a circuit of Crag A instead; 
this was a worthwhile walk, with a wonderful view of the village 
directly below from the final col.  

Two days afterwards, reinforced by additional description 
from a different guidebook we tried again.  There had been a 
temperature inversion, and the Ameln valley below us was still 
misty as we headed up the hill, this time on the right path to a 
col.  We descended a little, then turned right up a gently rising, 
boulder valley with only intermittent tracks.  Eventually we 
reached a col.  The description was ambiguous here, and Pru set 
off following what looked to be new cairns up a very exposed 
line which looked more like a Diff than the ‘easy scrambling’ 
we were expecting.  Annabelle and I were convinced this was 
not the route we were trying to follow and we eventually went 
over the shallow col, down a shallow ramp and picked up the 
path from Tagdicht, a village only accessible by 4WD vehicles, 
to the top.  (Two and half years on from our trip, I checked the 
Climb Tafraoute website again, and you can now download a 
map which shows the exposed scramble as a route to the 
summit, though a technical grade is not given.)  We eventually 
all met up again well down the hill, just before low cloud and an 
atrocious wind rolled in.  Needless to say, we could not find the 
path into the village, and by the time we reached the car it was 
almost dark and was trying to rain.   

Even the locals were complaining it was colder and windier 
than normal, and Sidi Ifni beckoned.  A Spanish town by the sea, 
this was a delightful place to spend our last day, with blue and 
white art deco buildings, and a marvellous souk.  Here there 
were piles of different varieties of dates, heaps of onions, live 
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chickens for sale and jewellery galore.  After a superb fish lunch 
and zingy bottles of white wine we returned to the car to find 
three hibiscus flowers on the windscreen – we assumed from the 
trader who had bargained so hard for our newly purchased 
bracelets.  A walk along Lagzira beach, with deep red 
conglomerate rock arches glowing in the late afternoon sun, 
completed our touristy day. 

Time to go home to a real winter, and look forward to the 
publication of a walking guidebook to the area – I’ll definitely 
buy it!   

 

A sketch of an old Moroccan doorway by Cristina Gardiner 
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Arriving on Barra with slightly buckled knees 
(Photograph by Hazel Jones) 

 No flags flying in Bonxieland (Photograph by Chris Watkins) 
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ADVENTURES ON MINGULAY 

Fred Reynolds 

The Mingulay Boat Song1 tune is traditional but the words 
are much more recent.  They were written in 1938 when this 
southerly Hebridean island had already been deserted by its 
residents for some 25 years.  As the plaintive melody drifted 
over the waters of the Sound of Berneray, the island made ready 
to receive some sturdy souls who once again would live on the 
machair2 - but only for a very short time.  The singing group - 
the Pinnacle Club - was making its inaugural visit for a five day 
meet. 

Chris Watkins was meet coordinator and, with her customary 
equanimity, had tolerated much dithering and procrastination on 
my part.  I was dismayed by the challenge of organising a food 
menu anywhere beyond 24 hours.  Luckily, I was able to 
ingratiate myself into a well-sorted group of two (Penny Clay 
and Ali Stewart) who took pity and only required me to plan my 
breakfasts.  And so I found myself in the final party of eight 
Pinnacle Club members and a PC/Climbers’ Club hybrid quartet.  
This foursome had made a late swap (as late as the Oban ferry) 
from a trip to nearby Pabbay which was threatening to burst at 
the seams with other climbing contingents heading there.  

Donald MacLeod's little charter boat Boy James is the mode 
of transport out of Castlebay on the island of Barra and we 
stacked it high with an impressive number of rucksacks, ropes, 
and carrier bags (eco-bags-for-life of course).  There was also a 
messy conglomeration of sundry items not able to find a larger 
home but Donald looked as though he had seen it many times 
before as he chucked things below deck.  We'd survived 
struggling up the ramp of the Oban ferry with our goods and 
chattels the previous day and I can report that wheeled luggage 
has its shortcomings on a ferry such as this.  The ramp has a 
series of raised horizontal metal bars along its length, 
presumably to assist any out-of-control passenger-plus-luggage 
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who has misjudged the effort required to negotiate the incline.  
These bars hamper an unobtrusive disembarkation as the 
luggage wheels clatter resonantly and with metronomic 
repetition across the whole of the harbour side.  Mind you, I was 
tottering off with bags hanging from everywhere; it wasn't easy 
but it was quiet.  This initial part of the journey takes five hours 
and, because the sailing arrived too late for us to take the next 
leg out to Mingulay, we'd tolerated a damp overnight camp on 
the grass next to the ferry terminal.  The following morning, 
with all the other climbing parties also using the Boy James 
there was a busy shuttle service and, as the last group, it was 
mid-afternoon before we landed on Mingulay.  

The island is the second-largest of the so-called Bishop's 
Isles, it has SSSI status and is owned and managed by the 
National Trust for Scotland.  The last inhabitants left in 1912 
although sheep were grazed on the island for some years after 
then.  There are no accommodation facilities and wild camping 
is the only option.  Close to the beach are the ruined remains of 
the village and an old schoolhouse which now accommodates 
the NTS Ranger.  There is no landing area onto the beach, so we 
transferred from the Boy James to Donald's small tender which 
was able to get us into the rocky shore at the (on that day) 
sheltered northern end.  It was a calm sea so we quickly moved 
the bags onto the rocks and scrambled up, beset by worries of 
important things rolling back into the drink.  The PC was then 
able to spend a l-o-n-g time debating exactly where to camp.  In 
part this was no doubt an exercise in not wanting to make a 
decision that would be regretted later, perhaps also an example 
of that democratic phenomenon that prevents the stating of an 
opinion for fear of being seen as intransigent, and as for me, I 
did not want to drag my gear any further than necessary and 
certainly not to backtrack.  

Suffice to say, we ended up a split party.  Two groups were 
camped on opposing slopes (but both catching whatever anti-
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midge breeze was going) and a third in the sheltered stream bed 
at the back of the beach.  So that was three toilet facilities that 
had to be dug and there was no little consternation over the 
Ranger's request that they should be on the beach (lovely open 
views) and not anywhere on the protected machair.  We all had 
our little personal trowels, but the PC/CC group were smugly in 
possession of a full-sized garden spade and a multi-coloured 
windbreak.  Using the borrowed spade I dug out one communal 
trench on our side of the beach and marked it with a colourful 
piece of flotsam.  I advised the others to make a dry run before 
dark, navigating between existing small landmarks (a line of 
vegetation here, a collection of small boulders there ....).  I 
thought this preparation would mitigate any stressful criss-
crossing during the night.  All this work was scuppered only the 
next day with the arrival of a kayak party who chose to camp 
less than 5 yards away from the trench (what else could they 
have thought it was?).  Inspections indicated that it did not get 
hijacked for their own use.  That would have led to words. 

Some of the pre-meet discussion had been about being 
trapped in a tent on a remote island in unpleasantly low 
temperatures, forced to read one book for five days.  A plan for 
an optional midweek exit was thus in position for The Worried 
Few; others with a more optimistic view of the weather could 
not see much of an issue and would stay the duration unless a 
catastrophe occurred.  All these misgivings proved unnecessary 
as we enjoyed warm temperatures, way more hours of sunshine 
than predicted, and low midge levels (at least on our grassy 
knoll). 

Climbing on the steep gneiss cliffs of Mingulay really only 
began in the early nineties and there is now a good variety, 
although it is affected by the nesting seabird colonies more than 
on Pabbay.  The main areas are concentrated on the north-west 
side, particularly around the headland of Guarsay Mor, where 
routes can be over 100 metres long, and on the island's south-
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west corner which hosts the main contender for best single cliff, 
Sron an Duin on Dun Mingulay.  You really need to be climbing 
well into the E numbers here, but there is an exception with the 
gloriously named Fifteen Fathoms of Fear at Severe.  The 
westerly aspects made for some damp greasy starts, but as each 
day wore on conditions nearly always improved.  Trekking over 
to this side from the camping area also means running the 
gauntlet of the bonxies (or Great Skuas) whose nesting areas 
cover the open ground over the main spine of the island.  The 
word ‘bonxie’ is a Shetland name3 seemingly ideal for a bird 
that is happy to fly aggressively at your head should you be 
remiss enough to be near its nest.  The skuas we knew about and 
although wearing helmets seemed a sensible option it was still 
possible to receive a hefty swipe.  Carrying an opened umbrella 
was a recognised strategy but as severe baggage constraints were 
already in place I don’t think anyone opted for this.  A makeshift 
flag attached to a stick seemed a good lightweight compromise 
although any stick sans drapeau would have to be wiggled 
furiously to have a deterrent effect.   

The sizes of the seabird colonies on Mingulay are 
significant.  As well as the skuas, there are large numbers of 
guillemots and razorbills, along with kittiwakes, cormorants, 
fulmars, shags, and a variety of gulls.  Puffins nest along the 
tops of the cliffs all around the island with a large colony on the 
northern slopes just above the beach4.  We were visiting 
Mingulay at the end of May; well into the breeding season when 
avian parenting protection could be expected to be enthusiastic.  
What we gained on the midge issue we lost on the seabird 
situation.  We took the responsible view and tried to choose 
cliffs without nesting birds.  Other climbing areas are to be 
found along the lower, north-eastern side where there are many 
attractive geos5, the narrow and deep clefts in the cliff faces, but 
it can be hard going for the ankles on terrain that is often 
pathless, sloping and tussocky.  
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Seals provided some pleasant vocal harmonies once they had 
hauled themselves out on the beach of an evening and there was 
always the insistent, rasping call of the corncrake to be heard all 
over the machair.  A reticent migratory bird, it is found only on 
the islands and on a very few mainland sites.  Apart from us and 
the occasional kayak party, the only other overnight personnel 
on the island were the NTS Ranger and a wildlife photographer - 
a young man palpably overjoyed when, after three days in the 
field, he finally got his shots of a corncrake that went against 
type and sought media stardom.  Donald shipped in day-trippers 
regularly which removed some of the sense of remoteness for us 
island dwellers. 

Faux-pas of the stay had to be Hazel Hyphen-Jones’ 
magnificent navigational blunder - on a day of such good 
visibility we could probably have seen the cliffs of Fairhead in 
Northern Ireland.  Heading for the path she was already familiar 
with (having walked it twice already) to meet Mandy Glanvill, 
Julie Carter and Chris Watkins higher up, she unaccountably 
took a line at odds to her intended one and ended up somewhere 
with the bonxies.  On our campsite we became aware of this 
error because of the helpful breeze which ensured we could hear 
the conversation amongst the other three as if we were stood 

right next to them.  There was a lot of shouting and yelling for 
the missing club secretary.  Julie stripped down to fell running 
mode, and ravaged the hillside to no effect, finally disappearing 
over the skyline.  Might she too be battered unconscious by the 
bonxies?  As the suspense ramped up and we were laying bets as 
to who would throw in the towel first and hump off to the crag 
as a party-minus-one, up popped the secretary escorted by the 
fell runner, the former bleating a repeated apology ‘I'm s-o-o-o- 
sorry’. 

As we left the island, Donald took us on a round-the-island 
tour, a great trip which, at sea-level, really impresses on the 
mind.  We passed the PC/CC team (who were leaving the next 
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day) and another CC group who had arrived a couple of days 
previous, all climbing on the distinctive Dun Mingulay.  We 
were then taken through stupendous sea arches and close to 
dark, brooding cliffs oozing luminous green slime.  It seemed 
right to me that these cliffs should belong to their seabirds. 

A calm and sunny return crossing saw us once again pass all 
these southern islands - Pabbay (where such an influx of 
climbers had now occurred that the campsite could have passed 
for a small folk festival), Sandray, and finally Vatersay whose 
separateness has been rather compromised by the building of a 
causeway between it and Barra. 

Of course, Castlebay now seemed a positive tourist hotspot 
in comparison to our recent island home.  However, while 
waiting for the ferry back to Oban, experience proved once 
again that most things are merely relative.  At twenty minutes 
past four in the afternoon Castlebay could not present us with a 
cafe that was willing to provide a hot drink but as we fell into 
the cosy confines of the Castlebay Hotel we found its kettle 
worked perfectly.  

Notes 
1 

Mingulay Boat Song. Words by Sir Hugh Roberton, Scottish 

choral master and pacifist. Tune traditional. 
2 

Machair is a Gaelic word meaning ‘fertile plain’, now also used 

to describe the dune grassland unique to Western Scotland. 
3 

Bonxie (Catharacta skua).One of the translations I came across 

for this word was ‘dumpy, untidy women’. What can I say? 
4 

Mingulay and Berneray together hold the largest colony of 

razorbills in the British Isles, around 15% of the European 

population. 
5 
Geo (from the Old Norse gjá) is an inlet, a gully or a narrow and 

deep cleft in the face of a cliff caused by erosion. 

A new SMC climbing guide to the Outer Hebrides was in the pre-

production stage during the summer of 2014. Chris Watkins acquired 

a draft version courtesy of the editor to which we could refer, add 

comments and information on any new routes we made.  
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THAT IT SHOULD COME TO THIS 

Annabelle Barker 

February.  The pits. I have always hated the Winter but in the 
years since I retired it has been possible to escape the dreariness 
of endless Welsh grey days by taking my holidays at this time.  

January and March are for skiing, I particularly like January 
for this as the days are short.  It is cold, so that there is a real 
Winter feel about it.  The slopes are not crowded, but by 
February all this changes and everywhere is mobbed and 
correspondingly expensive. 

In recent years Pru, Margaret and myself have gone to the 
Southern Hemisphere to escape, but increasing airfares, and 
rising living costs have limited this.  Besides Margaret does not 
like New Zealand.  I will not go to Australia because of the 
many poisonous snakes, and I am not keen on Chile [a bad 
experience there once].  We all like Argentina, but are limited in 
what we can do there. 

Last year I worked it out that I can have three trips to Europe 
for the price of one in the Southern Hemisphere, and acted 
accordingly.  It worked well, though February on the Amalfi 
coast did not turn out to be the sun soaked venue we had 
envisaged.  Torrential, freezing rain, and even snow stopped 
play.  Nice place though. 

What to do in 2014?  Pru announced early in the Autumn 
that she was going to New Zealand.  Fair enough, she does have 
grandchildren there, and it is good to do things with them in 
their Summer. 

‘I shall think of something’ was Margaret’s response to my 
‘What are we going to do in February?’ 

She always does the planning [something to do with being a 
librarian I think] 

The downside of retirement, apart from a cash shortage is 
that one’s days are taken up with what are essentially time 
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fillers, all very pleasant and important in their way.  There are 
book groups, art classes, choirs, writing classes, voluntary work, 
and even a modicum of paid work.  It was all so much simpler 
when we were in full time employment.  You knew where you 
were, and holidays took priority. 

Margaret and I do not communicate as regularly as we 
should because of all the above constraints, when suddenly it 
was January, with no decision made, and both of us away skiing 
on different weeks.  In desperation I sent a text saying: ‘Just 
book anything.’ 

The result was a self-guided walk on the Costa Brava.  My 
heart sank.  What has happened to the Himalayan stompers of 
yesteryears?  At least it’s not guided was my only consolation.  
Had it been I should have refused to go.  

Spain is not my destination of choice.  I am not keen, this 
attitude provoking shock horror when mentioned to friends.  
‘Have you been to X?’ they ask.  The answer is usually ‘yes’, 
because there have been many sorties to the Iberian peninsula, 
the Picos, Sierra Nevada, Costa Blanca [oh so many times], and 
I can honestly say the only place I really liked was the Gredos 
Mountains. 

We met at Manchester Airport for our Ryan Air flight to 
Girona, the auspices were not good.  Ryan Air?  But we arrived 
on time, unscathed, and most importantly not asked for the extra 
cash for which the airline is famous. 

‘Hello ladies, I’m Steve,’ delivered in a Scottish accent, was 
our greeting from a man bearing a placard on which our names 
were written in large letters.  ‘Follow me,’ he suggested.  

I perked up, this was certainly an improvement on queuing 
for ages at a car hire desk with its endless form filling, extra 
insurance, not to mention then finding the car, working out how 
to turn on the lights, open the boot, find reverse gear or worst of 
all fitting a ski rack, all of which I have encountered at night, in 
the dark, after a long flight. 
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Instead we were whisked to Escala where we spent the night 
in a comfortable hotel. 

The next six days were delightful, the weather unseasonably 
warm and sunny, the walking interesting, varied and not too 
strenuous.  

Some days were spent walking by the sea, along beaches 
interspersed with craggy headlands.  Inland we traversed the 
range of not too high hills on ancient paths or one of the GRs 
that proliferate Europe.  The villages at the end of the day were 
all different, those inland dating from Medieval times, the walls 
and churches all beautifully restored and maintained, without a 
trace of litter.  On the coast there was none of the hideous high 
rise flats dominating the Costa Blanca, but white washed smaller 
buildings huddled together.  Best of all there were very few 
people to intrude on our peace. 

At the end of each day was an interesting hotel, each one 
different in style, with our luggage awaiting having been driven 
round by Steve’s wife Maria, very Spanish-looking but hailing 
from Manchester.  Breakfasts in the morning were huge, and 
sustaining, none of that meagre French style, a bit of baguette, 
butter, and jam if you were lucky, but plates of meats, cheese, 
yoghurt, cakes and delicious breads at every venue. 

Outstanding places were the bird reserve near Castella 
D’Empuries, quite amazing with miles of marshland interspersed 
with salt water lakes.  We visited every hide despite having no 
binoculars, and my vision hindered by developing cataracts.  It’s 
a good job Pru was not with us, we should still be there. 

Cadaques is a busier town near to where Salvador Dali lived.  
Much of the town is given over to whacky memorabilia.  There 
is a museum which we did not go to.  My tastes in art are much 
more pedestrian, and there were many visitors.  Instead we 
walked around the nearby Cap de Creus. 

My favourite place was the small port of Selva, still very 
much a fishing village with lots of boats.  Our arrival there 
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coincided with the only gloomy afternoon we had, but the next 
morning was glorious, the village looking its best as we said 
goodbye to the sea and headed inland with a thousand feet of 
ascent in store.  At the top was the remains of a monastery, a 
National Monument.  Being Monday it was closed, much to my 
relief.  There then followed a meandering path around the 
hillside before descending steeply down to our last village.  
Another delightful place to stay, before being chauffeured to the 
airport next morning.  The overall tour was described as being of 
moderate difficulty though the day where we walked 17 kms 
with a total height gain of three thousand feet did not seem 
moderate to me. 

My views on Spain have modified somewhat as a result, but 
it is important to realise that this is very much Catalonia, rather 
than Spain as the locals will readily tell you.  However if this is 
what old age has in store for me – ‘Bring it on.’ 
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GOING WEST 

Judith Brown 

I live in the Lake District where our wild places are small, 
squeezed between low fells and the feet of a thousand ramblers.  
It is a tea-cup wilderness, and though a few lost walkers seem to 
find it as hostile and remote from human experience as the 
Arctic, they are never more than a well-trodden path away from 
a buttered scone, a car park and pint of bitter.  In truth, there is 
more wilderness in the soul of a Herdwick sheep than there is in 
our gentle, man-made landscape.  The only thing wild about it is 
the weather, for which there is Goretex, and the occasional 
emptiness, for which there are large, jolly teams of hardy folk 
wearing map cases around their necks. 

Seeking something bigger, wilder, more remote I went to the 
Wind Rivers of Wyoming, where the only cup of tea was the one 
we brewed over the stove we carried in ourselves, making sure 
we did so a long way from our tent, so our cooking smells would 
not encourage the bears to maul us as we slept, the nylon 
flysheet providing about as much protection for our feeble 
bodies as clingfilm around raw steak. 

Later that same trip I went along the Colorado, over the 
burnt red mesas of the Four Corners plateau, across chaparral 
where even the plants seemed hostile to people, each one armed 
with skin-piercing thorns, yet home to birds and bats and beetles.  
Here I rafted through canyons sliced from time, looking up at 
hanging valleys no human had ever entered and where the big-
horn sheep, the butterflies, even the rattlesnakes were of a 
different kind from those that dwelt above the rimrock. 

These places belonged to the wild things.  We human beings 
were visitors passing through, charged to leave no trace. 

There is no way into the Wind River Range except on foot, 
but there were vapour-trails in the sky as we toiled up the rocks 
of Jackass Pass, through summer sleet and thunder, and on our 
backs we carried the massive weight of modern climbing 
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technology.  In dire emergency there was a satellite phone a 
mere day’s walk away.  It was a wilderness, but one from which 
we could protect ourselves with the trappings of the 21st century.  

With time to think on the long slog, I understood that 
wilderness is not only a quality of place but of time also.  To Jim 
Bridger, the 1830’s pioneer and trapper, riding through the 
wilderness area now named after him, the Wind Rivers were a 
great unknown and the dangers were real.  He did not have to 
manufacture them by climbing up a vertical rock face.  And to 
John Wesley Powell shooting Grand Canyon rapids in his oar 
boat, the first human to make that journey, the outcome was 
always uncertain.  To them the wilderness was no playground.  
It was a scary place where humans went to prove something, to 
discover something, perhaps to hide, to make their fortunes or to 
know and worship something bigger than themselves, something 
entire unto itself, that did not need mankind to make it whole.  

Throughout humanity’s short history we have sought to tame 
that wildness.  Where we could not farm, deforest, build cities, 
or turn it into an adventure sports arena, we have humanised it 
instead in our imaginations, a place of freedom and romance, of 
myth and legend, a place that never was. 

Sitting in my tent watching the sun set behind the rocky 
peaks of Warbonnet and the Warriors, I understood that we 
labelled the features of the wilderness in order to control it, to 
nail it flat upon a map.  Here, those names were also about 
domesticating a bloody past, taming through ennobling, 
elevating the nastier aspects of humanity by sticking them upon 
the plinth of remote, and, therefore, holy, mountains.  It was a 
lesson in how we need wild places to make sense of who we are, 
both as individuals and as a species.  I climb a remote mountain, 
therefore I am; the race worships a deity of high and empty 
places and therefore are its sins forgiven. 

We seem closer to the essence of the wild at night and in 
foul weather, times when darkness, lashing rain, howling winds 
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or the silence of deep snow diminish our human powers.  Such 
conditions add a psychological challenge to the difficulties of 
navigation and the dangers of wet rock, exposure and lightning 
strikes.  They remind us that we are vulnerable, that we do not 
belong in the empty places.  The wilderness would not be wild if 
it did not frighten us, at least a little, if it did not expose us 
physically, mentally and spiritually in all our beautiful fragility. 

We descended from Wolf’s Head Ridge in the kind of 
darkness that is only possible many miles away from the light 
pollution of modern life, the kind of darkness that turns trees 
into bears and owls into the ghosts of other climbers who left the 
places where they belonged to lose themselves forever in the 
mountains.  In reality, the place was safer than the streets of my 
genteel home town.  Here were no muggers to steal from us or 
cars to run us down, only our imaginations filling in the gap 
between our common sense and our fear of the unknown.  
Eventually we found the tents by standing in the lake and 
following a stream and, once inside our pits, we dreamed of hot 
baths and beer.  The wilderness is wonderful, I thought, 
especially when remembered in the comfort of a bar.  

Native peoples, perhaps, had little impact on the wilderness, 
travelling through it lightly, but modern man has left his mark, 
even where he loved the wild places.  The mountain men cleared 
the streams of beaver, and in exploring the Grand Canyon, John 
Wesley Powell identified the potential of the river for irrigation.  
Now so much of its water is taken to support industrial scale 
agriculture that some years the mighty Colorado does not make 
it to the sea. 

Lying in my bivvy at the bottom of the Grand Canyon, 
staring up at the brilliance of the Milky Way suspended between 
the immense darkness of its sandstone walls, I knew I was a 
small creature, unlikely to be harmed by this wild place, but very 
likely to harm it, being one of the too many souls seeking 
solitude within it.  
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To express a deep love of the wilderness we must stay away 
from it, finding nature’s solace in our small places, the 
Cumbrian fells and the Scottish Highlands, and in parks and 
green spaces, in gloriously unkempt gardens and in hedgerows.  
There is little enough left in the world that is still truly wild and 
we human beings are so many.  

But listening to the breath of the canyon, the distant roar of 
the next rapid, the susurration of small creatures creeping 
through the night, feeling the desert stillness anchor me to the 
canyon’s depths and to the mountains’ heights, I rejected my 
own logic.  Without humans, the wild places will live and 
flourish.  Without wild places, the spirit of the human race will 
die. 
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MOROCCO ROCKS 

Hazel Jones 

This is a story in four parts. 

Part 1 Morocco 2009 

My first climbing trip to Morocco was a big learning curve.  
I went at the invitation of GT, who had been several times 
before.  We were based in the small bustling town of Tafraoute 
on the south side of the mountain range of Jebel el Kest.  We 
were welcomed with Moroccan tea and cakes on the terrace of 
our guest house the ‘Tête du Lion’, with the famous Lion’s Face 
peak as a dramatic backdrop.  The landscape is stark and 
impressive, with acres of golden quartzite rock.  It was February 
and a cool time of year, with spring flowers emerging, and herds 
of goats under the watch of shy but friendly Berber farmers.  

What did I learn? 

I learnt not to wear shorts.  Quite apart from avoiding 
cultural insensitivities, the argan trees particular to the area have 
vicious thorns that shred your clothes and pierce your flesh. 

I learnt about testing holds.  On my very first climb I pulled 
off a hold which hit me on the cheek.  Fortunately I was 
seconding so I was merely bruised, but it was unnerving. 

I learnt about route finding.  The Claude Davies guide book 
that we were using is rudimentary; routes are drawn with blunt 
red lines on small crag photos and given a single technical grade.  
So a 300m route gets ‘4c’.  This maintains the ‘adventure’ feel 
to the climbing - climbing by numbers it was not. 

I learnt about useful things to carry in your first aid kit.  Mid-
week we set out to tackle a 300 metre route on Crag X (the crags 
are imaginatively named).  GT was about 10 foot off the ground, 
and suddenly a hold the size of a football broke off and he fell.  I 
was belaying to one side but was dragged in to the rock and 
bashed my elbow.  From our respective first aid kits we cobbled 
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together some ancient steristrips and tape to hold the wound 
together for the day.  Gaffer tape would also have done the job.  

I learnt about carrying and using abseil tat.  The first aid 
ministrations had delayed us, which meant we didn’t complete 
the route, necessitating an abseil retreat from half way up the 
cliff.  It was obvious others had bailed from the same spot, so a 
web of in-situ tat had to be inspected, suspect faded tape 
removed - it deteriorates fast in the strong sunlight, and a new 
length of sling of our own added.  

In five days of climbing we saw no other climbers, until the 
last day, which added to the serious feel of the place.  What if I 
or GT had been more seriously injured?  Who would come to 
our rescue and how on earth would they have known where Crag 
K / X / P was? 

Part 2: Morocco 2012 

I had a better idea of what to expect on trip number two.  
The scenery and sense of adventure were as impressive as ever, 
but this time we were a more reassuring party of four: GT and I 
were joined by fellow Pinnacle Club member Valerie Partington 
and her climbing partner Steve.  

What did we learn? 

We learnt that it is not enough for there to be others in the 
party, you also need a means of contacting them if you need to.  

GT and I set out on the third or fourth morning for our Big 
Climb of the week - the 350m Eagle’s Beak, an inviting 350m 
line graded ‘4c’.  It was the only route (in the guide book at the 
time) on ‘Crag A’, beyond the village of Anergui in the Anelm 
valley.  The road to Anergui is an ‘exciting’ crazy drive and an 
adventure in itself.  For the route, all we had to go on was a 
wiggly red line on a crag photo, but no description of the 
descent.  But it looked possible to join a walkers’ descent path 
from the peak of Jebel El Kest, which could not be that difficult 
to find.  
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Tête du Lion in the Moroccan Anti-Atlas near Tafrouote 
(Photograph by Hazel Jones) 
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We parked at the top of the village, and after a pleasant walk 
to the crag through neglected almond tree terraces and argan 
trees, the first challenge was to find the start of the route.  The 
minimalist topo was little help, but by asking the million-dollar 
question, ‘if I could climb anywhere on this crag, where would it 
be?’ we eventually identified a clean rib and impressive crack 
line.  By 11.30 we were on the first pitch, on largely solid rock.  
The second pitch required some route finding, with a couple of 
bold moves across a wide crack, but still heading up and left, we 
made solid progress in increasingly impressive positions. 

Five pitches of no more than 4c climbing got us to easy 
ground from where we picked up the ropes and scrambled alpine 
style to the top.  

We topped out around 5 o’clock and set off to find the path.  
We spotted wild daffs, gentians here and there, and random 
cairns, but no path, no gentle col, no sight of the village, in short 
no path.  We did find a gorge, which we scrambled steeply 
down, guessing it might lead to the path, but disappointingly it 
led instead to a vertical drop.  Neither of us were inclined to 
abseil in the dwindling light, so our only option was to retrace 
our steps up the boulder strewn gorge.  By this time we had our 
head torches on and a sprained ankle was becoming a serious 
risk.  So as we passed a wide flat rock we considered our options 
- the rock looked an inviting place to stop the night.  

When I say inviting, I mean it had its pros and cons. Pro: a 
wide dry flat rock to sleep on (no chance of rolling off); con: the 
rock was cold, with only a climbing rope as a poor substitute for 
a karrimat.  Pro: a clear night sky with an almost full moon; con: 
no way of switching off the floodlighting of the moon.  Pro: I 
still had six jellybabies left; con: I only had a mouthful of water 
left.  Pro: Valerie and Steve knew roughly where we were, con: I 
had left my mobile in the car and had no way of contacting them 
to stop them lying awake worrying.  Pro: I had three layers of 
clothing on; con: they were thin, and my knee-length trousers 
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left my shins bare, so I wrapped them in loops of rope (hoping I 
would not need to leap up in a hurry).  Pro: it was not cold 
enough to die of hypothermia; it would make a good story. 

We survived of course.  As daylight started to appear at 6am, 
we had a quick breakfast of a jellybaby each, then set off to 
locate this path, which we found within 30 minutes.  In another 
30 minutes we were down at the car. 

As we happily glugged water, an excited man approached us 
from a nearby house.  He’d been wondering whose car had 
parked next to his house and was relieved to see we were safe 
and well, and by the way, ‘Your friends have just set off up the 
path to search for you!’  Fortunately Valerie and Steve had not 
gone far, and we were able to call them back.  Sure enough 
they’d had a sleepless night, and got up at 5am to come and look 
for us.  The welcoming Mr Said invited us in for ‘just’ a cup of 
tea, followed by coffee, bread, soup, oranges.  It was Anergui’s 
answer to Pete’s Eats. 

Sure enough it makes a good story.  (And I still had two 
jellybabies left). 

Part 3: Morocco 2013 

This time our party increased to six with the addition of 
Cristina Gardiner among others.  This time, armed with not one 
but two new guide books to the north side, we made it a twin 
location trip: five days on the south side, six on the north.  The 
south side was as adventurous as ever, with route-finding and 
descents still a major challenge, but the markets and cafés of 
Tafraoute provided relaxing evening diversion, and the terrace 
of the Tête du Lion with its dramatic Lion’s Face backdrop as 
welcoming as ever. 

Moving to the north side, accommodation was at the Kasbah 
Tizourgane, a remarkable mediaeval fortified village, which was 
gradually being renovated by the owners.  But our climbing 
plans were interrupted almost immediately by several days of 
torrential downpours.  These were greeted with joy by locals 
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who had not had rain for nine months, but washed away the road 
that led to the majority of climbing areas.  But the road became 
driveable again and so much climbing opened up!  Compared 
with the south side, the north is practically roadside cragging. 

Part 4: Morocco 2014 

This time we spent a mere three days on the south side, to 
concentrate on the north, where there was so much rock to be 
climbed.  We were back to four again, this time Valerie, Steve 
and I were joined by Ann Blandford. 

I had been so enamoured of the Anergui area, and the 
Eagle’s Beak, in spite of our unplanned night out, that Ann and I 
set off to do a new VS route Ride the Wild Wind on the same 
crag.  This time, with the benefit of a new guide book, and 
forearmed with experience to avoid benightment, we were 
convinced that we would find the descent path, but packed warm 
clothes just in case.  

We never got that far.  Was the route an unverified sandbag, 
or had we lost all route-finding ability?  The first pitch of our 
route felt so much harder than the supposed grade that we made 
a strategic decision to make an abseil retreat.  We went for a 
delightful walk instead . 

We had better luck on the north side, in terms of both 
weather and route-finding.  On our first day we ventured for the 
first time down the Samazar valley including 9 kms along an 
unmade road in second gear.  It was well worth the effort.  We 
arrived at Dragon Buttress, which provided us a spectacularly 
positioned long Severe - Dragon Ridge, on which to get 
acclimatised to the rock and environment. 

After that there was no stopping us - we devoured the 
adventure of the mountain routes, with route-finding and loose 
rock still keeping us on our toes, but revelling in the views and 
the wildness.  Even though there were more climbers around 
than a few years ago, we often spent the whole day with the 
mountain to ourselves (and a few herders and their goats). 
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This story is unfinished. Part 5 onwards are still to come. 

 

Relaxing on the terrace of the Tête du Lion with the Lion's 

Face in the background 
(Photograph by Val Partington) 
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ICED OVER 

Rosemary Scott 

  

Tread lightly, between pools in the ice. 

A wanderer’s route, traced by fissures and cracks, 

Tracked by timeless sun, night and day, 

Lissom sea-ice melting back into sea. 

  

A slack-liner’s path, out where the ice ends, 

Skirting the shore for fear of bears. 

Balancing risk with risk, 

Water with blood. 

  

Quick-step, never one place for long, 

Avoiding seal-holes; keeping away 

From torpid seals, 

The favoured prey of the bear. 

  

Keeping away from the edge, 

The loose pack, the sea 

Dark under a darker sky; 

The unseen heave of the tide. 
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A sudden split; were we to slide, 

The ice remakes itself, 

A frozen ceiling, over the icy sea. 

With no way back. 

 

Between ice and ice, 

Life and life 

The fine line breaks 

The roof unbreachable. 

  

The drift ice re-forms, year on year, 

An even sheen of white, 

Reflecting a white sky, 

Unblemished, healing itself. 

  

The lost are forgotten, now or henceforth 

Dead and gone, whether by ice or blood; 

By sickness, sudden or slow; 

By the long drift of age. 
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How remembered indeed? 

As time heals over, fast like the ice, 

No image or breath remains. 

A few words on a page. 

 

 

 

Crossing the sea-ice towards the mountains in St Johns Fjord, 

Spitzbergen May 2014 
(Photograph by Rosemary Scott) 
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EILEEN HEALEY’S FILM ON THE ALL WOMEN’S 

EXPEDITION TO CHO OYU 1959 

Tim Healey 

In 1957 the French climber Claude Kogan came to the 
British Alpine Club to deliver a lecture on her recent attempt to 
reach the summit of Cho Oyu with Lachenal, a very well known 
French alpine guide.  They were turned back less than 1000 feet 
below the summit on this, the sixth highest mountain in the 
world, by very bad weather which had put their lives at risk.  
Claude was now in Britain to recruit a women’s team to climb 
the mountain, believing that women were possibly stronger than 
men at very high altitudes.  She was hoping to find women with 
the necessary skills and experience, and with the time to spare 
for what would be a three month period from August to 
November 1959.  The Pinnacle Club and the Ladies’ Alpine 
Club put forward the names of Eileen Gregory, Dorothea 
Gravina and Margaret Darvall.  In the period of planning Eileen 
and I became engaged and we were married on August 12th 
1958. 

Shortly afterwards Claude visited Eileen in our home to 
finalise the plans for the expedition.  In our sitting room she 
happened to notice a 16mm ciné camera.  ‘Do you take ciné?’ 
she asked Eileen.  ‘Tim does but he has only just started.’  
Claude said, ‘Oh that’s fine.  Eileen, you must be my back-up 
photographer.  The professional member of the expedition has 
only climbed at low altitudes and she won’t be able to climb 
high enough.’  Eileen in despair said, ‘I can’t possibly do it I 
only have experience with still photography.’  To which Claude 
dismissively replied, ‘Oh Tim will teach you.’  I quite liked the 
idea of being involved in such a prestigious enterprise as until 
this point, I had felt a bit left out from all this exciting planning 
and I thoroughly enjoyed our few very hurried practices on the 
South Downs.  Eileen contacted the BBC to ask them to make a 
modest contribution to the cost of the film and also to ask for 
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advice on taking ciné film.  This resulted in a reply from David 
Attenborough, who had just been appointed by the BBC as their 
talks producer.  He wrote that funding was refused but he gave 
good advice on some of the do’s and don’ts when transferring 
from still to moving photography.  On August 12th 1969, our 
first wedding anniversary, Eileen flew out with the climbing 
team from Paris to Kathmandu with the camera in her luggage 
and a load of film.  

It was the height of the monsoon as they began the three-
week trek across the foothills to Namche Bazaar.  In the mud 
and rain Eileen filmed the porters and the local people.  She 
filmed the monks at the Thyangboche monastery while members 
of the expedition visited it and later she filmed the snows and ice 
of the 19,000 ft NangPa La where they had their first view of the 
mountain.  She filmed the activities at Base Camp while they 
waited for the end of the snows of the monsoon.  Later she 
climbed and filmed to above Camp 2 from where Claude and 
Claudine Van Der Stratten set out for Camp 4.  These two 
climbers and two sherpas were never seen again when huge 
avalanches swept the whole face of the mountain.  Eileen 
returned home in the middle of November. 

At home Eileen and I spliced all of the film together to make 
a single 400 ft reel.  We sent the film to the BBC hoping it might 
be something they could broadcast.  Unfortunately it went to an 
unsuitable and rather unfriendly man at the studio who rejected 
it on the grounds that it was too amateurish.  Eileen was very 
disappointed after she had worked so hard to create it and she 
felt she had failed.  It was, however, shown to one or two 
interested audiences, including some WIs and the Polaris 
Mountaineering Club and then it went up to the dusty attic in its 
can. 

Over thirty years later Jamie, one of our sons, saw the can 
and asked to view the film.  He immediately found it had kept its 
colour extremely well and was not the disaster Eileen thought it 
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was.  It had to be put into digital format and edited.  This was 
done and Jamie learnt all the skills necessary for editing the film 
and adding a commentary by Eileen.  It took a great deal of time 
and work.  The final film was shown to some climbing clubs 
who were astonished by it.  It was suggested that the film might 
be of interest to the Kendal Mountaineering Film Festival.  They 
had no class to put it in for a prize but they asked if they could 
make a feature of it at the 2009 festival, where it was received 
with great acclaim.  Unfortunately Eileen was now wheelchair 
bound and unable to be there. 

Copies of the film were sent to the Pinnacle Club, the Polaris 
Mountaineering Club and the Alpine Club.  A copy has also 
been sent to David Attenborough to express gratitude for his 
help all those years ago and a reply was received saying he could 
not remember the contact but if he had made some contribution 
to the creation of the film, he was extremely pleased. 
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EXTRACTS FROM THE CLIMBING DIARIES – 

EASTER 1957 

Eileen Healey (née Gregory) 

Editor’s Note:  Eileen Gregory was born in 1920 and she joined 

the Pinnacle Club in 1946.  From 1932 to 1958 she kept 

meticulous climbing diaries. After Eileen died in 2010 her 

husband Tim has been overseeing the digitisation of these 26 

volumes.  In due course the club will receive a full digital set 

with scans of the originals.  As a taster, below is Eileen's diary 

entry for the Pinnacle Club meet held over the Easter holiday in 

1957.  The details are extraordinary. 

 

 

A photograph of Eileen captured from a movie made by Tim 

on their honeymoon in 1958 in Norway 
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Thursday 18
th

 April:  I travelled by day from Euston with 
Jill Robinson.  A diesel was waiting at the Junction to take us to 
Betws and there we got a bus to Capel Curig.  We started to 
walk to the hut, but after a mile or so we were resting when a 
very old Rolls Royce came along and stopped.  It was Charles 
Marriott’s and he gave us a lift to the Pen-y-Gwryd from where 
it was a pleasant walk to the hut, on this lovely evening. 

Friday 19
th

 April:  Six of us set out together to walk round 
to Crib Goch Buttress.  The party consisted of Jill, Maud 
Godward, Ada, Pat Parsons and Virginia Dekenham, who had 
arrived that morning.  We started as two ropes, but all joined 
together for the pull up.  Pat retreated at the foot of this pitch.  
The wall was a little wet below the step across and I tried putting 
on rubbers and a sock over, but then found I didn’t need to use 
that hold at all.  I got a runner above me before I made the move, 
and once across I thought it had all been nothing!  Jill could 
reach the high hold from the Pinnacle.  At the top I traversed to 
the right, I am afraid, but some of the others came straight up. 

From the top we continued down to the col, rejoined Pat and 
continued round the horseshoe, and arrived back at the hut in a 
state to appreciate cups of tea to the full. 

Saturday 20
th

 April:  It was a perfect day, and a large party 
went round to Gwern Gof Uchaf and up to Heather Terrace.  
There was quite a race for the Pinnacle party to stake their claim 
at the foot of Grooved Arête, and we had to wait a little while 
before our first party could start.  I’m a little vague as to the 
exact order, I think Denise took Dorothea and Margaret, Nea 
took Maud, and I had Virginia and Shirley.  The route was 
‘going’ all right until the grooves, when I came to the thin part.  
I was hesitating (l never liked it) wishing I had on rubbers 
instead of vibrams (although the rock was bone dry), when Nea 
looked over and suggested keeping an eye on me.  I said an eye 
wasn’t much good (thinking of Betty Emery) and she offered me 
a rope which I accepted (what a change from the first time I did 
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it, leading in the rain in hob-nailed boots!).  At the terrace I left 
my sack and changed into rubbers, thinking we’d go on climbing 
on the wall.  I don’t know whether it was the rubbers, but the 
next part went very easily.  At the top I found that the rest of the 
party were hungry and had gone right down to Heather Terrace, 
so Virginia and I had to do the same, calling on the way to 
collect my things.  We descended the top part of North Buttress, 
but then I lost the way and we came down the gully and rejoined 
the others. 

Sunday 21
st
 April:  It started wet and people such as Evelyn 

and the Morins were going to stay in, and I hoped to join them, 
but some of these keen young things wouldn’t hear of it, so I 
found myself going out, to the familiar wet weather crag.  
Virginia had climbed very well the previous day, so at the foot 
of Lockwood’s Chimney I suggested she led (l hope it wasn’t 
only that I hated the thought of the greasy rock myself).  
Virginia made a fine job of the lead, climbing with great 
confidence in her vibrams (l think she has served a fair 
scrambling apprenticeship).  I followed and Jill brought up the 
rear; then Dorothea Gravina led her youngest boy Tim on a 
second rope.  The youngsters had nothing on her where keenness 
was concerned, and she climbed beautifully. 

The crack below the chimney was definitely the crux, the 
chimney itself did not cause nearly enough trouble.  As we 
began to emerge at the top, we could hear another party below, 
and we stopped to watch them come out, they were having such 
fun.  It was Charles Marriott and a party from Helyg; they 
seemed to enjoy it as the pioneers must have done.  The party 
consisted of a Major, retired Major, Bombardier, Physicist and 
Doctor.  Back at the hut the keen young things hadn’t had nearly 
enough and we realised that it had stopped raining, so Dorothea 
suggested driving us somewhere.  I suggested that we went to 
the coast and, armed with the club guide to Tremadoc, we set 
off.  The most suitable climb seemed to be the Hound’s Head 
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Buttress, so we did that, although it is the only one I have done 
there.  We found Trevor Jones doing the variation start.  We 
followed the others and omitted the first pitch.  I found the next 
pitch very pleasant and brought up Dorothea and went on up a 
more strenuous crack.  Jill and Virginia were fitting in together 
very well on the second rope, Virginia led the more delicate 
lower part, but she was glad of Jill to lead the crack.  I was able 
to watch Trevor on the last pitch, saw where to get a runner etc.  
When it was my turn they watched me up, and gave me advice, 
for instance told me I must get my left foot as well is my right in 
the crack.  I found it quite strenuous enough at the top, but 
Dorothea had no trouble in following.  The girls also tied onto 
our rope for this pitch. 

Tim had come up the easy side and was eager to rappel 
down, so all the party did that, apart from the last man. 

Monday 22
nd

 April:  Once more transport was provided 
round to the other valley, and Denise led us to the foot of the 
Devil’s Staircase, which she had climbed with Charles in the 
winter. 

I had never seen Denise at work before, and when she had 
difficulty in getting off the ground I began to get in quite a state, 
I didn’t realise that she was in the habit of putting on an act.  I 
suggested to my rope that we should avoid this, but Dorothea 
was made of sterner stuff and wouldn’t hear of it.  Once she had 
made the first move, Denise was soon up, and Nea followed 
with no trouble, and then they offered me a rope down which I 
gratefully accepted.  With the rope it all went much more easily 
than I had expected; I must remember in future that the Morins 
are only human!  The first three up wore socks over their rubbers 
or PAs1, but Dorothea came up in vibrams in fine style, 
Margaret brought up the rear. 

After the first pitch, the route was easy and great fun, there 
were places where it narrowed to a chimney.  There was one 
place where it was necessary to make a hold, step to the left, and 
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long before I expected, we were out at the top, with Tim to meet 
us and show us the way down.  At the bottom we med Winifred 
Jackson and we all had an egg tea at Dol Llech. 

Tuesday 23
rd

 April:  Everyone had left, apart from the 
Morins and Evelyn and Antonia, and I joined this party on their 
ride to Criccieth and Black Rock Sands. 

Wednesday 24
th

 April:  The Morins had made some useful 
contacts in the Pen-y-Gwryd the previous evening and Evelyn 
ran the three of us to Plas-y-Brenin where Denise showed us 
over.  I wasn’t sure what was happening and eventually Denise 
got in John Disley’s car with Gordon and Maureen, and Nea and 
I boarded Trevor Peck’s van with Peter Biven and Cliff.  We 
garaged at Helyg and had rather a race up.  John and Denise in 
front, I was next, with Maureen and Gordon behind and the 
other four in the rear.  On the col the four all changed into PAs 
and went down to the foot of the climb, I waited for the others; 
Nea also changed, but the others didn’t bother.  Neither did I, for 
I knew it would be too far to walk in my rubbers. 

When we reached the climb (Mur y Niwl), the others didn’t 
seem to have made much progress; we saw Dizzy trying to 
knock in a peg and then saw him and Denise do the reverse 
mantelshelf.  We saw Maureen swing on the second pitch and 
hear often quoted ‘Don’t talk to me Gordon’ just above, and then 
Peter led the first pitch, with Nea next and Cliff third.  There had 
been much talk of this; once, apparently Denise had failed to get 
off the ground, and it was called the hardest pitch on the climb, 
so when I was asked if I was joining on I said yes, I’d see if I 
could manage the first pitch, feeling rather unwanted and 
thinking the kindest thing for me to do was to say I wouldn’t 
climb that day, but I’ve turned away my chances before.  I 
thought I’d let this first pitch determine whether I came on or 
not.  To my delight it went alright.  It was a little strain on the 
fingers, and I thought it ought to be done quickly, but everything 
was there for holds and I was soon joining the party on the grass 
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ledge, but not alas in the sun, as this had left the gully when 
Trevor and I were in it, and it was to creep gradually up the 
climb in front of us, so that we were quite cold at times.  I didn’t 
really watch Maureen on the reverse Mantelshelf, but she 
seemed to have no trouble on it, which rather cheered me.  I was 
very afraid of the second pitch, so I grasped the belay sling and 
made full use of it and eventually I was up.  Trevor amazed me, 
particularly on this pitch; he bridged it and came up superbly.  
He asked me if I’d take in his rope and I said I didn’t mind so 
long as he wouldn’t rather have it taken in by someone he knew.  
This was a silly idea for he had so much in hand that the taking 
in of his rope was only a formality.  I was again in a state before 
the reverse mantelshelf; I was afraid that, if I hadn’t enough for 
my hands they might be whipped from their holds if I went 
down too quickly.  I needn’t have worried, I was well held from 
both sides, too well at one point.  I had my own method, I had 
my left hand to the left, on the higher ledge, and still reached the 
foot hold, then had a delightful step to the right, and then a very 
delicate step.  After that it was easier but exposed to the corner.  
Gordon had tried to put in a peg here, but Trevor eventually 
lifted it out with his hand!  Next was the ‘crux’, the hand 
traverse, for which I had to find the right combination of holds 
to begin it and then I reached broad ledges!  The next pitch 
needed working out and then I reached the stance below a steep 
little wall.  Cliff had no trouble at all, and then it was my turn.  It 
was steep and strenuous to the fingers; I started up, Trevor 
(unasked) holding my feet on, and then I reached a position from 
which I had to pull to the left and I couldn’t do it.  Cliff had been 
told not to use the block at the top and I had been trying to avoid 
it and that was my mistake.  I didn’t want to exhaust myself so I 
just let go and came down and then had a shoulder up the first 
part, and used the top block, and I was up. 

After this, Pinnacle Wall seemed just a scramble, although it 
had one thin move in it.  And so into the sunshine on the top, 
and back to the col, most people going directly, while I had to go 
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down the gully to recover my boots, but they hadn’t been long 
on the col when I arrived.  It was getting on for 8 o’clock as we 
started down, a perfect evening, and the end of a wonderful day.  
The first four had long ago disappeared, but Trevor drove the 
five of us back to the Pen-y-Gwryd where Nea and I were able 
to get dinner, very much after hours, and then we joined Peter 
and co.  in the bar. 

Thursday 25
th

 April:  Once more no-one seemed to be 
climbing, so I filled in the afternoon with a trip to the PO at 
Beddgelert to buy a few supplies and also take one or two valley 
photographs.  In the evening we dined at the Pen-y-Gwryd with 
Peter, Trevor and Cliff. 

Friday 26
th

 April:  We walked over to the Pass, Denise was 
wondering about a rope down for Spectre, but on the way we 
met the Morins’ Harrison friend, Phillip Gordon and he offered 
to lead it.  Denise went second and then Nea and there was a 
place in the rear for me, if I cared to take it.  A Plas-y-Brenin 
party were at the foot when we arrived, and Dizzy warned me 
that the crack really was very strenuous.  I had trouble enough 
with the first pitch and found that strenuous enough and sat at 
the foot of the crack very undecided.  Nea didn’t want to climb it 
on three quarter weight rope, but if she had that rope doubled 
that only left a single length for me, but we thought she could 
send me down a double length when she was up.  Unfortunately 
for this plan, Nea thought she’d rather leave the rope behind her 
through a crab in the peg and this meant that I couldn’t haul 
down the rope.  I thought that she’d try to throw it down despite 
the wind, and I waited and waited for it; I thought that if Nea 
needed a double rope how much more necessary it was for me, 
and I waited and waited and nothing happened, so eventually I 
decided I was meant to climb on the single rope.  I started up 
tentatively exploring the holds and seeing if I should be able to 
go on and soon realised that it was too difficult for me and 
shouted up for some slack so that I could retreat - I did a lot of 
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shouting, but it had no effect whatsoever.  I was most amused 
with myself, I would put one foot against the other wall to 
relieve the strain on the foot on which I was standing, and I’d 
stay on and on until I began to think of that piece of wall as a 
hold, and then I’d look around and see how I could move up 
another foot or so, and eventually there I was on the ledge below 
the overhang due for a good rest I thought, but no, the rope 
never slackened, and was pulling me out and I had to hang onto 
a peg to keep myself in balance, when I was so hoping to rest 
my poor fingers.  I had been most amused at my thoughts on the 
way up ‘Fighting for her Life’ came into my mind again and 
again.  My camera was scratching against the rocks at one point, 
but what did I care what I did to my Leica.  Once, as I peered 
round the corner it looked very black up the Pass.  ‘Good, I hope 
it rains, then they’ll know I’ll have to go down’ I thought, but 
although the wind was very fierce, the rain didn’t come.  I 
explored the holds of the overhang, realised that it worked out 
very nicely, but decided I hadn’t enough left in my fingers and 
kept retreating to the ledge, where I could give my fingers no 
rest.  Eventually I realised that if I put a crab through the top peg 
it would give me a little more to hang onto and that is what I did, 
and used the sling as a foothold and crawled out to the right in 
very bad style, to make my apologies to those I had delayed for 
so long.  In fear and trembling I saw the others fight their way 
up the next crack.  I felt the holds, moved a little way up, but 
realised I had taken too much out of myself on the lower pitch, 
and retreated round to Nea.  We all enjoyed the last pitch.  I had 
expected to rappel down to recover my sling, but Philip 
wouldn’t hear of it, and insisted in climbing the crack again to 
recover it, and then climbing down again. 

Saturday 27
th

 April:  The three of us returned to the Pass, 
but then spent a few hours sitting in the sun with Peter and 
Trevor, by Philip’s tent.  Eventually a move was made down to 
the Grochan where Philip led Denise up the direct start of Brant 
and Trevor and Peter did the Ordinary Route.  I was longing to 
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climb, but no-one seemed to be climbing anything of my 
standard.  I didn’t feel I could suggest to Nea that we climbed 
and she didn’t suggest it.  Then along came Andrew, talking 
very big, and hoping Nea would climb, but she wouldn’t bite; he 
ignored me and when Denise came back she suggested we 
should go up with Nea.  I turned it down at first as I didn’t 
particularly want to climb with Andrew, but then I thought it 
was silly to cut off my nose to spite my face, and eventually 
agreed.  Andrew belayed half way up the first pitch and then 
went on to tackle the crux, but was soon down and suggesting a 
retreat.  I knew that I had led it last time I had been this way, and 
assumed that I could lead it again, but I didn’t suggest it.  It 
amused me more to think that Andrew couldn’t do it.  I caught 
the others up in the Pass and near the top Trevor picked us up 
and gave us a lift to the Gwryd, and made us tea and gave us 
packets of frozen broad beans from his deep freeze.  We had a 
final dinner at the Gwryd and so down to the hut. 

Sunday 28
th

 April:  Evelyn took my heavy pack to the Pen-
y-Pass and then I walked down and, by a devious route, reached 
Bangor.  The trains were against me and it was 7 o’clock before 
I reached Manchester.  On the way I picked up my cases which I 
had left in Chester station for a week. 

 
1
PAs:  Pierre Allain was an enthusiastic French rock climber 

who experimented with composite rubber-soled canvas boots for 

rock climbing and by the late 1950s these boots, known as PAs, 

were being used by climbers worldwide. 
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FROM OUR OWN LIBRARY 

Avis Reynolds 

I read in a Pinnacle Club Newsletter this year that the more 
rare books in the club library have been taken for safe keeping to 
the University Library in Bangor.  Information on how to 
borrow our books from here is explained in the February 2014 
Club Newsletter or contact the present Honorary Librarian, Jill 
Crosskell. 

This change in venue for these books has given me the 
perfect opportunity to hand back the library books I have been 
looking after and keeping dry since the days when I was the 
Honorary Librarian for the club some years ago.  As I dusted 
them, I realised how interesting some of them are. 

One I especially enjoyed re-reading was The Letters of 

Gertrude Bell (two volumes).  The first volume is especially 
interesting as it covers Gertrude’s various climbing adventures 
and explorations in the Alps and in the Far East in the l9th 
century.  The letters contain detailed descriptions and were sent 
to her relations back in Britain. 

Among the other library books there is a wooden box in 
which there is slotted a book which appears from its binding to 
be hand-made.  The contents are a compilation of sheets of 
music with mountaineering songs next to them.  They cover the 
whole of Britain and are very entertaining to read.   

One song from this wooden box may be of particular interest 
as it appears to be dedicated to the Pinnacle Club.  Nothing is 
known about it but I think it may have been written in the 1930s.  
Does anyone have any information about its origin? 
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THE PINNACLE SONG   

Anonymous 

Air:– ‘Father O’Flynn’                A flat 

Of Clubs, men can offer alarming variety, - 

Alpine, and petrine, and fell-ine Society ! 

But though we may join them - without impropriety - 

Here’s to the Club for the Women alone! 

Always to ‘follow’ is not to ‘succeed’: 

Surely it’s time that we women should ‘lead’! - 

Steer our own daily routes; smear our own naily boots; 

Swear at the Shaly-shoots. All on our own! 
 

Chorus: 

Here’s a health to our Pinnacle crew, 

All that we stand for, and all that we do! 

Dames may be cynical, 

Ladies are finical, 

Women!-here’s luck to our Pinnacle crew! 

 

Mountains were meant for the whole world to wonder at! 

Climbs were not rent for men only to blunder at! 

Women, not sent - just for leaders to thunder at! 

Rocks are (examine this word!) - epicene! 

Girls may have fibre as finely controlled: 

Limbs even lighter to trust on a hold! 

Climbing ‘direction’ needs sounder selection 

Than any Election that ever has been! 

Chorus: Here’s a health, etc. 
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For our talk about ‘pitches’ and ‘right and left tentacle’, 

Why need we choke in the Smokeroom conventicle? 

We’ve our own gossip - not always identical! - 

Let us be free to talk ‘shop’ by ourselves! 

Better to learn from our women who lead! - 

Women will write, too, what women can read! - 

Cut our own caperings; puff our own vapour rings; 

Stuff our own paper things, - on our own shelves! 

Chorus: Here’s a health, etc. 

 

So, on the Hills, our joint playground of jollity, - 

Ready alike for their frowns and frivolity, - 

Climbers, just climbers, - we’ll meet on equality, 

Members, Associates, women and men! 

Roped together, by skill or by speed, 

Jack or Jill, on a hill - let the best lead! 

Where the hills stand for all, there’s the free land for all! 

Climbing’s the band for all.  Once and again! 

Chorus: Here’s a health, etc. 

 

Clubs have their Rules, and their Hints on Costume for us! 

Mountains, their moments of mystical gloom for us! 

Cliffs have their climbers, - but yet there’ll be room for us! - 

Buttress, and Gully, and Pinnacle too! 

Where is the heart doesn’t leap, when it sees 

Sudden - the surge of the crag from the screes!- 

Out - for the trusty rock! Rout all the crusty rock! 

Shout for the lusty rock!  Pinnacle crew! 

Chorus: Here’s a health, etc. 
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THE PINNACLE CLUB 

Mrs Kelly 

Editor’s Note:  Before the Pinnacle Club had its own Journal in 

1924, articles by PC members were published in the journals of 

the Fell and Rock Climbing Club.  This particular article by 

Emily Kelly appeared in their 1921 Journal. 

It seems there is no end to the kindness of the Lakeland Club 
- our own Fell and Rock Climbing Club of the English Lake 
District.  In addition to the kindness and encouragement we have 
received from individual members, the Editor now says we may 
have two pages wherein to sing our own praises!  The Pinnacle 
Club was born in the Spring, is a healthy child, and growing 
well, and looking back we wonder how it happened. Perhaps we 
got tired of being taken in hand by men climbers, kind and 
helpful though they might be, perhaps we sympathised with the 
would-be climbing woman who had no man friend to take her in 
tow; what would then become of her latent climbing powers, if 
she were never to be able to exercise them, except by favour?  
As in other walks of life, women wanted to find their own feet: it 
was very splendid for some women to be always able to borrow 
crutches in the shape of a man’s help, and a man’s rope, but it is 
even better to find we have feet of our own, and can climb some 
things as well as a man climber.  There need be no question now 
of who shall lead when two climbers marry; they can take it in 
turns, and he will find that he can have no better second than her 
on his rope: and, together, combining strength and skill they can 
go forward.  

I don’t think it will interest F & RCC members to know that 
So-and-So talked to So-and-So, and ultimately a number of So-
and-Sos started a Club; but it may interest them to know that the 
Pinnacle Club is endeavouring to justify its existence by its 
doings.  We may not yet have attained the Club-greater-than-I 
spirit, but individual members have ventured forth to grace the 
little Club’s reputation by individual exploits. I may mention 
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(not in a boastful spirit but as plain fact) that one of our 
members was the first lady to ascend a Swiss peak this year, 
three of our members traversed the Mittaghorn and Egginergrat 
alone; while two members ascended the Portjengrat, without 
even a man round the corner.  (Personally, I have much more 
courage if I know there’s a man round the corner - or a woman).  
Our president did great things in Norway, and, incidentally, 
gained a famous climber to add to our members.  Three 
members spent sixteen days in exploring Skye, doing their own 
exploring, and disdaining for the most part rock-climbers’ 
guides. Since our inaugural meet at Pen-y-Gwryd at Ladyday we 
have held meets at Wasdale, Coniston, Langdale; also 
Almescliffe, Laddow, and other gritstone centres.  At Christmas 
we shall be at Pen-y-Pass, and at New Year in the Ogwen 
Valley.  We have our own scheme of ‘Guardians’ for the various 
climbing centres, and any woman climber, member or not, can 
be sure of a welcome, and help, at our Meets. We aim at 
producing a ‘Journal’ when funds will allow, and we hope to 
publish in it lists of climbs suitable for women-novices and 
moderate climbers - each Guardian to compile the list for her 
particular rocks. 

We are forming a Library, to circulate to all our members, 
and we are grateful to the many kind friends who have given us 
valuable books on rock-climbing and other mountaineering; the 
most recent and so far the greatest gift is that of a complete set 
of the F & RCC ‘Journals’ to date. I take this opportunity to say, 
‘Thank-you’.  We hope, in time, to build up sound ideas in 
regard to the carrying out of climbing expeditions - in short, we 
exist to help women climbers, and to meet together in happy 
association, knowing that ours is a Club formed to further the 
grandest sport - rock-climbing on the hills and mountains.  We 
make no invidious comparisons between one climbing land and 
another - all are great - even gritstone country can give grand 
sweeps of hill, wild moor, deep valleys, gorges on a small scale. 
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We are glad to have the sympathy and help of our big 
brother, the F & RCC.  I say, Brother, but that is not quite 
enough; to some of us the Lakeland Club is more a Wise Parent 
- shall we say Father and Mother in one?  May we never 
disgrace our family, and the larger family of Rock Climbers in 
all the world.   
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OBITUARIES 

ALWINE WALFORD  1921 – 2014 

Pinnacle Club 1965 – 2014 

President 1975 to 1977, Vice-President 1978 to 1980, 
Committee Member 1967 to 1969 and 1972, Honorary Member 
from 1991. 

This was written as an article for my writing group, the title 
being ‘My Most Embarrassing Moment’.  The editor of our 
journal deemed it fitting as an obituary for Alwine.  You may 
not agree, my apologies if you feel this.  It is certainly not the 
usual obituary but one might safely say that Alwine was not the 
usual sort of person. 

At the time I joined there were two tiers of membership, 
associate and full. To become a full member the committee 
reviewed your credentials, and you had to have led several full 
members up quite a difficult climb.  Now I had never done this 
so was somewhat surprised when approached by the President 
who imparted the news that I had been promoted to full 
membership. 

All was later revealed when I was told that the club needed a 
member, ‘mug’ would be a more apt description, to take on the 
role of Hut Warden. 

Climbing clubs own properties which are always referred to 
as huts, because in earlier times they were little more than their 
name implies, but did provide a base for club members to stay in 
the mountains for their meets. 

Our hut was pretty low in the rankings of niceness, having 
one cold tap, fed by a stream.  The floor of the downstairs 
flooded in the rain, which happened often as the hut is in one of 
the wettest valleys in Wales The facilities were limited to an 
Elsan toilet at a safe distance from the building which some poor 
person, either an associate member or an aspirant member would 
have to empty, and bury the contents in the ash tip.  I never used 
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the Elsan, preferring the hillside so never felt the need to 
volunteer for the privilege of emptying it. 

These days the hut is quite a grand affair.  Well it is all 
relative, isn’t it?  Grants from the Sports Council have allowed 
complete modernisation with showers, microwaves, drying 
room, wood-burning stove.  Not the sort of place to which you 
would take your mother but quite acceptable. 

The president of whom I spoke was one Alwine Walford, the 
epitome of upper-class Englishwomen, born in India [of course] 
with an accent to match, tall with a commanding, not to say 
terrifying, presence.  She told me of how when she went back to 
India, which she regularly did, she always carried a gun 
concealed in the folds of her cashmere shawl.  ‘I fixed my eyes 
on the border guards and gave them a look that dared them to 
search me,’ she explained to me.  This was obviously long 
before the days of today’s security at airports, but she would 
probably still get away with it.  She had a delightful husband, 
smallish and somewhat cowed who was always referred to as 
‘Bloody Hugo’.  Are you getting a picture of her?  Formidable is 
not the word. 

The role of the hut warden is to maintain and improve the 
hut and its facilities by having an annual meet where members 
could come and help in this onerous task.  Needless to say no 
one ever came, so the work was left to my friend Anthea [also a 
member] and our husbands. 

My husband is of the outspoken variety when he can be 
bothered to speak at all, and can give looks that obviate the need 
for words.  [He maintains he can never get a word in edgeways.  
Surely not!] 

The incident in question happened after one of these 
maintenance meets when Alwine in her imperious manner was 
thanking Bill for his efforts. 

‘We really do appreciate it and to thank you we have decided 
to invite you as a guest to our next annual dinner.’ 
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Without a pause, and looking her directly in the eye he 
replied, ‘A jump with each member of the committee would be 
more appreciated.’ 

Alwine didn’t bat an eyelid, had she been carrying her gun I 
would not have hesitated in shooting him.  Justifiable homicide.  

Kate, mercifully a close friend and even more mercifully the 
only other person within hearing distance, defused the situation 
brilliantly by earnestly enquiring, ‘Have you seen the 
committee?’ 

I remember Alwine with awe and affection.  We shall never 
see her like again. 

By Annabelle Barker 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alwine Walford when she was Club President in 1976 
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ALISON (ALI) SHAWCROSS 1969-2014 

Pinnacle Club 1996 - 2014 

I met Ali through the Cleveland Mountaineering Club in the 
early 1990s.  We were both working as engineers in the Teesside 
area, we both loved the outdoors and we shared a passion for 
rock climbing.   

We climbed on the local North York Moors, in the Lakes 
and in North Wales.  Ali always had a plan, there was always a 
route she had her eye on, whether it was something hard on a 
sunny day, or a long easy mountain route in the pouring rain.  
Our trips were well planned; we’d watch the forecast through the 
week, so by Friday we usually knew exactly which crags and 
which routes we were going for.  

One memorable weekend we set off to North Wales, arrived 
in time to go to sleep and then walked up to Cloggy, first thing 
in the morning, to bag our place on the first route.  That day we 
executed our plan perfectly, we did Daurigol, Pinnacle Arête 
and The Hand Traverse.  As we walked back down to the hut, 
we shared that happy satisfied feeling that you get at the end of a 
great day climbing, and talked about what was on our tick lists 
for the next day. 

Another weekend, in the Lakes, we walked up to Great 
Gable to do Snicker Snack.  That was the plan, but we knew that 
we needed the conditions to be just right - dry rock and nice 
weather.  By the time we got there, we were reminded how cold 
and windy Gable Crag can be, even on the hottest of summer 
days.  Sticking to our original plan was out of the question, but 
Ali had a backup plan up her sleeve; we did Engineers Slabs, 
and then traversed round the mountain to Napes, did Eagles Nest 

Ridge, with our sacks on, and arrived at the top of Great Gable 
in warm sunshine.  Ali often insisted on one last easy route at the 
end of the day, and wasn’t bothered about what time we got 
back for tea! 
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We had some great trips with some memorable achievements 
in the 90s.  Ali wanted to push herself and do harder and harder 
things when the conditions were right, but she also loved doing 
easier climbs in the mountains, whatever the weather.  She was 
good company and was always happy and smiling when she 
climbed.  

 

Ali Shawcross on Kipling Groove in about 1996 
(Photograph by Peter Shawcross) 
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Ali was a member of the Cleveland Mountaineering Club, 
the Pinnacle Club and the Climbers’ Club.  She was also a keen 
cyclist, she enjoyed both road and mountain biking.  Ali was a 
talented musician and played the piano and clarinet very well.  
She enjoyed creative and practical hobbies and loved working 
in, and relaxing in, her garden.  Her interests were many and 
varied, and she always worked hard to achieve a high standard 
with everything she did.  

Ali had been unwell for some time, and died peacefully at 
home on April 5th 2014.  

By Ann Saville 

 

 

MAUREEN GLEN FOSTER  1948 - 2014 

Pinnacle Club 1987 – 2014 

Maureen Glen grew up in Glasgow, the youngest of three 
children.  She described her life recently as being divided into 
three phases.  For the first 22 years she was a good catholic girl 
living at home, first attending Notre Dame primary and 
secondary schools, and then Glasgow University where she read 
maths and physics (one of the few girls in her class).  She gained 
a first class degree.  Both her brother and sister had got firsts, 
but she was surprised when she got one (although apparently no 
one else was).   

The second phase of her life she describes as ‘me before I 
was ill’.  She went to London in 1970 to do a PhD (which she 
never finished).  In 1973 she came back to Scotland, living in 
Edinburgh and working on the British Geological Survey ship in 
computing support.  In 1978 she got together with Alastair 
Foster, known as Min, a climber and member of the Craig Dhu 
Club, whom she had known at University.  He would go off to 
the Alps climbing in the summer and spend the winters in 
Edinburgh.  They had many adventures together in the Scottish 
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Highlands and elsewhere,  including a trekking trip in Nepal 
during which Min had to be evacuated to Kathmandu with 
respiratory problems.  They married in December 1984, and in 
1985 she resigned from the BGS, planning to live at an outdoor 
centre as a cook and Min as an instructor.  However Min died of 
pulmonary oedema at 7,000 feet on the descent from Mount 
Kenya in January 1986.  

Later in 1986 she took a job as a computer officer in the 
Maths Department at Heriot-Watt University.  She had hill-
walked and climbed for many years with the Craig Dhu Club 
and with Min, but in 1987 she struck out on her own,  first by 
going on a laughter-filled women only climbing course run by 
Brede Arkless, and then by joining the Pinnacle Club.  She went 
on many happy trips climbing, walking, bothying, cycling and 
skiing with friends in the Pinnacle Club.  

The third phase of her life started in 1994 when she was 
diagnosed with Waldenstrom’s Macroglobulinemia, a form of 
blood cancer.  She recently described this diagnosis as ‘giving 
me a new lease of life’.  She had many cycles of extremely 
unpleasant treatment, but made the most of periods of remission.  
In 1999 she completed the Glasgow half marathon, and the GR 
20 walk in Corsica.  She retired from Heriot-Watt in 2001 and 
celebrated by doing the Tour de Mont Blanc.   

Although she continued to climb and hill-walk, she also took 
up, with great gusto, a wide range of new activities including 
painting, yoga, running, singing, tap dancing, jazz dancing, 
guitar playing, swimming, allotment gardening, and sailing.  She 
did a wide range of art courses, and rented a studio in which she 
painted and exhibited.  She described this last phase as being life 
enhancing.  She said if she hadn’t become ill, she would have 
continued doing the same things (working in the maths 
department and going to the hills), rather than becoming an 
artist.  As many of her friends know, she was extremely cheerful 
and accepting in the last two months of her life. 
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I first met Maureen in 1987, and we went on many great 
trips together in the UK and abroad.  In 1995 we celebrated her  
birthday by drinking champagne and eating steak and 
strawberries and cream when climbing and camping (and being 
plagued by midges) at Polldubh.  That festive meal was 
repeated, and shared with others, on many subsequent birthdays.  
We will miss her a lot.  

By Sally Macintyre 

 
 

 Maureen Foster in 2005  
 (Photograph by Margaret Martin) 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

‘Triumph and Tragedy: The Life of Edward Whymper’ by 

Emil Henry  

Reviewed by Margaret Clennett 

This is a biography of the man whose life was changed after 
the death of four of his party of seven, descending from the first 
ascent of the Matterhorn.  The introductory chapters cover 
Whymper’s early life and career, but inevitably, much of the 
book is devoted to his attempts on the Matterhorn, the aftermath, 
and his explorations and ascents in South America.  There are 
extensive, perhaps too many, quotations from Scrambles 
amongst the Alps and Travels amongst the Great Andes of the 
Equator, and I would have preferred more narrative and 
interpretation from the biographer, but the numerous illustrations 
reproduced from Whymper’s original books are full of life and 
vitality. 

Written for a non-climbing readership, the book is easy to 
read and gives an insight into climbing in the Golden Age, 
Victorian attitudes and a re-evaluation of Whymper’s character. 

 

‘Always A Little Further’ by Alastair Borthwick 

Reviewed by Gwen Moffat 

Before we had tents and cars and proper jobs, when rope was 
hemp and boots were nailed and you hitch-hiked everywhere 
and slept rough we discovered a man who lived just like us and 
who could write. We had been raised on Winthrop Young but 
Geoffrey was elegance personified (the reading parties, the 
Oxbridge men being groomed for Everest),  Alastair Borthwick 
was a climbing tramp even before the Creag Dhu built their 
bunker under the Buachaille, and we adored him. It was decades 
later that we learned he was a Grammar School boy who had a 
good and heroic war and ended in television. All we knew of 
him then was sufficient for the time: he wrote a book called 
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‘Always a Little Further’ which we read, and often aloud, under 
boulders, in hovels, by precious torchlight, relishing its unique 
blend of hilarity and expertise.  My copy disappeared.  No doubt 
it found a good home. There’s another in the Club library. 
Enjoy. 

 

‘All But One – One woman’s quest to climb the 52 highest 

mountains in the Alps’ by Barbara Swindin 

Reviewed by Jill Croskell 

This book was donated to the Pinnacle Library by PC 
member Jay Turner who has also written the Foreword.  It is a 
detailed account of Barbara’s remarkably dogged attempt to 
climb all the 4000m peaks in the Alps, a feat which she very 
nearly managed, thwarted only by the Aiguille Blanche de 
Peuterey. 

The book details over 20 years of Alpine adventuring by 
Barbara and her husband and incorporates some interesting 
asides concerning the history of women’s climbing in the Alps 
with insights into some of the characters involved plus the 
challenges they faced in a world dominated by men.  Barbara’s 
own achievements are described with candour and modesty, 
outlining her alpine apprenticeship and subsequent development 
into an experienced mountaineer, accompanied as always by 
husband Les.  Their partnership suffuses the whole book and 
clearly was the inspiration for Barbara to attempt to become the 
first British woman to complete the Collomb list. 

The writing follows a chronological course beginning in 
1970 with her first steps in the mountains and includes 
discussion of some of the issues that conspire to make a 
climbing life more problematical.  Her thoughts on having a 
family, work stresses, injury and health problems all feature in 
the tale and are punctuated by detailed descriptions of each route 
attempted over the course of the next 23 years. 
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This work is testament to a lifetime of appreciation of the 
high mountains and will most appeal to those who share the 
same fascination and particularly to those who recognise both 
the routes she describes and the agonies she endures. 

 

‘Just a Little Run Around the World’ by Rosie Swale Pope 

Reviewed by Jill Croskell 

This is an amazing read written by an amazing (if rather off-
the-wall) woman.  It tells the story of how she set out to run 
from her home in South Wales on a route that circumnavigated 
the world via western Europe, through Siberia in winter(!), 
across Alaska and Greenland then finally Scotland and back 
home.  She lived rough, camping or bivvying in ditches etc and 
knocking off the Omsk marathon en route.  She also got run over 
by a bus, hunted by wolves and threatened by a naked Siberian 
waving a gun. It took her five years and 53 pairs of running 
shoes to complete and was a challenge she set herself after her 
husband died of prostate cancer, a personal tragedy from which 
she thought she would never recover.  The writing is at times 
moving, at times funny and always expressive of her extremely 
quirky personality.  She came to my school to tell her story two 
years ago and gave a vibrant, wacky talk which inspired and 
bemused her audience but I can confirm that the impression she 
and her book leave you with is that nothing is beyond our scope 
and that we are only limited by our imagination and courage, not 
our gender or our age. 

 

‘Itching to Climb’ by Barbara James 

Reviewed by Jill Croskell 

Barbara James, a Pinnacle member since 1967, has achieved 
the considerable feat of a complete sell-out of the first print run 
of her autobiographical work, ‘Itching to Climb’.  The second 
run is marked by a new cover design and some minor 
amendments including photographs.  The cover has a striking 
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image of Barbara herself topping out on Shrike (Cloggy), a 
photograph taken by John Wilkinson and showing some of the 
climbing gear available in the 1960s. 

The book documents Barbara’s drive to achieve her personal 
goals despite suffering from severe eczema and allergies and 
follows her progress through a variety of adventures and 
interesting experiences from the early days of commercial 
outdoor activities to her retirement in Tenerife.  For Pinnacle 
members perhaps the most compelling section is the early part of 
the book where Barbara tells of her introduction to the 
mountains in the familiar environs of Plas y Brenin and Ogwen 
Cottage.  Her rise to become one of the very few female 
climbing instructors in a patriarchal world will strike chords 
with several of our longest-serving members and her climbing 
achievements should be further admired in that context. 

The ups and downs of life are outlined largely without 
sentimentality and lead Barbara to work in some unusual places 
such as an MOD training centre where she faced the additional 
difficulties of not only being a civilian training recruits but a 
woman as well. 

Her constant struggle with eczema provides a back-drop to 
her career and is perhaps ultimately responsible for her early 
retirement to a sunnier, drier climate but not before she had 
accomplished another couple of unusual feats such as flying solo 
round Florida and visiting the Falkland Islands shortly after the 
war. 

This is a book that details the minutiae of a life lived 
according to one person’s ambitions and love for the outdoors.  
The reader will feel that she has accompanied Barbara on every 
step of her journey and will close the book with a greater 
understanding of the woman herself and of the people and places 
that have meant so much to her. 

The proceeds of Barbara’s book go to the National Eczema 
Society. 
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